Introduction
============

Over the last decade, soils have become increasingly central to a number of crucial debates on issues of great societal concern. Because they contain a huge amount of carbon, soils could lead to a dramatic acceleration of global climate change, as mean temperatures increase and rainfall patterns are altered ([@B36]; [@B52]; [@B204]; [@B114]). The idea, advocated by some ([@B384]; [@B289]), that on the contrary, with proper management, soils could store even more carbon than at present, and thereby help mitigate the production of greenhouse gasses resulting from the consumption of fossil fuels, has been adopted enthusiastically by politicians in a number of countries but has stirred intense discussions among scientists ([@B413]; [@B95]; [@B146]; [@B273]; [@B546]; [@B346], [@B345]; [@B538]; [@B47]; [@B581]). At the same time, humanity is faced with the prospect of having to significantly increase food production to feed the world population, which is expected to rise to 9 or 10 billion people by 2050 ([@B190]). Since soil and water resources are already used at the maximum level of what some consider ecologically safe, a consensus seems to be emerging that as long as the focus is kept on land-based agricultural production, the best option to insure food security lies in exploiting plant-microbe partnerships to improve biomass production ([@B579]; [@B188], [@B189]; [@B65]), or in stimulating so-called plant-soil feedback processes, whereby plants induce soil microbial communities to release nutrients and store water in the rhizosphere ([@B489]; [@B43]). In addition, even though the issue of soil contamination does not appear at the moment to be at the forefront of environmental concerns in many countries, the question remains of what to do with millions of severely polluted sites around the globe, especially given the fact that this number is ever increasing, as a result of practices like shale gas production ([@B41]; [@B339]). Given the prospect of a progressive warming of soils in decades to come, renewed threats caused by soil contamination will undoubtedly need to be addressed at some point in the near future.

The intimately connected microbial and physico-chemical processes at the core of all these soil-related issues have posed daunting challenges to researchers. Until a decade ago, in spite of sustained research efforts, progress was very slow or even non-existent, and in several cases serious hurdles arose, which no one had anticipated. [@B265] admitted that in the 10 years prior to the publication of his review of the field, no real advance had been made in understanding and predicting quantitatively the effect of temperature on the decomposition of soil organic matter (OM). Available models also routinely underestimated the pulses of CO~2~ flux occurring when large rainfall events follow drafts ([@B63]; [@B160]). Recent work by [@B424] suggests that many of the previous measurements of the production by soil bacteria and fungi of nitrous oxide, a very potent greenhouse gas ([@B293]; [@B112]; [@B232]), probably missed very short emission bursts that occur at the onset of drying of soils, and therefore underestimated total N~2~O production by soils. Concomitantly, research on carbon sequestration in soils provided evidence of the problematic "priming" effect, identified early on ([@B326]; [@B18]), but routinely overlooked until a decade ago ([@B169]; [@B285]; [@B516]) and still poorly understood ([@B361]; [@B536]). Through this effect, the addition of fresh OM to soils can lead to the mineralization of very old humic substances, previously thought to be utterly stable and recalcitrant to further degradation. In a similar fashion, in polluted soils, experiments showed that a slight change, for example brought about by the addition of a source of nutrients for microorganisms, could easily make supposedly "sequestered" contaminants once again bioavailable ([@B303]). Some of these areas of ignorance remain "terra incognita" at this point, even with regard to the much ballyhooed biodiversity of soils ([@B45],[@B46]). There is still no satisfactory explanation for the observation, made more than 60 years ago, that the mineralization of soil OM continues at the same rate even if 90% of soil microorganisms are wiped out by CHCl~3~ fumigation ([@B244]; [@B412]; [@B44]). A final example of a situation where our understanding of soil systems is still insufficient is related to the links between the diversity of soil microbial communities and various soil parameters. Some authors have found a close correlation between this diversity and specific parameters, like soil pH ([@B167]), but more detailed statistical analyses sometimes present a different picture. In a recent study, [@B512] use some of the most sophisticated molecular techniques currently available to analyze the biodiversity of soil samples across France, and try to relate it to various parameters of soils and of their environment. The results are systematically underwhelming. They find that less than half (48.2%) of the observed variance of the biodiversity could be accounted for by using soil parameters that are routinely measured. Clearly, at least in this particular study, something fundamental about soils is being missed.

In virtually all these instances, a common observation is that soil samples that appear alike in most of their overall measured characteristics can behave very differently, making replicated observations and good correlations difficult to achieve. Obviously, it is not sufficient to describe soils solely on the basis of traditional macroscopic measurements, such as the volumetric water content, microbial density, or contaminant concentration. Quantitative information on the spatial heterogeneity manifested at the micron scale, at which microorganisms operate, is also absolutely required.

In some respects, this is not as novel a perspective as it may appear. In another era, in literature that unfortunately seems to have become largely ignored since, soil microbiologists already reached the same conclusion. Sixty years ago, [@B446] subjected moist soil samples to compression and shearing to simulate tillage, and concluded, after ruling out other possible explanations, that the enhanced oxygen consumption observed in the soils after disruption was due to exposure of organisms to OM that was previously inaccessible to them. These and a number of other early observations pointing in the same direction prompted [@B8], p. 219) to conclude that "microorganisms apparently in the same habitat are, in fact, often exposed to entirely different environmental influences and population pressures. To understand the forces actually affecting the organisms, a microenvironmental concept rather than the gross macroscopic view of interactions must be adopted." The review by [@B198] of the extensive work carried out in the 40s and 50s on the opposite effect of microorganisms on their physical environment, and in particular on the development of soil architecture, also raises many questions that could be addressed only from a microscopic perspective. Experimental evidence obtained since the mid-sixties has provided steadily strengthening support for this perspective ([@B212]; [@B98]; [@B159]; [@B518]; [@B500]; [@B115]; [@B121]; [@B381]; [@B408]; [@B409]; [@B262]; [@B436]; [@B503]; [@B563]; [@B97]; [@B21]; [@B90]; [@B248]; [@B561]; [@B532]; [@B600]; [@B25]; [@B260], [@B259]).

In the 50s and 60s, very little could be done to come up with better measurements, unfortunately. [@B8], p. 219), again, observed that "because of inherent technical difficulties in biochemical experimentation at the microscopic level, progress in understanding of the microenvironment has been painfully slow." Even though more and more experiments over the years confirmed the significance of microenvironments, for a long time it was not feasible practically to characterize them in quantitative terms. The advent of transmission or scanning electron microscopes, and later of confocal laser microscopes as well, provided a wealth of qualitative information about microbial habitats in the form of micrographs of increasingly high quality ([@B170]; [@B540],[@B541],[@B542],[@B543]; [@B132]; [@B35]), but the lack of related quantitative data prevented for several decades the development of satisfactory predictive models of soil microbial processes, accounting explicitly for the microheterogeneity of soils.

This situation has changed dramatically in the last decade and is continuing to evolve at a rapid pace. Significant technological advances have provided soil researchers, for example, with routine access to X-ray computed tomography (CT) systems, which provide increasingly reliable information about the geometry of pores and solids in soils at resolutions as small as 0.05 μm. Progress in near-edge X-ray spectromicroscopy (NEXAFS), scanning transmission X-ray microscopy (STXM), X-ray absorption spectroscopy, micro-fluorescence spectroscopy, and Nano-SIMS, applied to soil thin sections, has led to observations of sharp spatial heterogeneity in the chemical make-up of soils over minute distances, and in the accumulation of trace metals. Significant advances related to biological markers now allow specific bacteria to be identified in soils, and their spatial distribution at the micrometer scale to be determined in thin sections. This information can be translated into 3-dimensional distributions using recently developed statistical algorithms. In addition, very efficient modeling tools, like the Lattice-Boltzmann approach, allow the description of transport and physico-chemical processes occurring in soil pores at scales that are directly relevant to microorganisms, whereas individual-based or agent-based models, also developing rapidly, can describe the dynamics of microorganisms inhabiting the pore space ([@B196], [@B197]; [@B351]; [@B217]; [@B263]).

In the last few years, the application of each of these technologies and modeling methods to soils has been the object of a sizeable literature. Progress achieved in the use of each technology has already been expertly reviewed ([@B367]; [@B507]; [@B609]; [@B57]; [@B437]; [@B216]; [@B530]; [@B585]; [@B461]; [@B80]; [@B286]; [@B418]; [@B444]; [@B599]; [@B526]). For some technologies, since advances are extremely rapid, it would be useful, conceivably, to provide an updated coverage of recent work, and no doubt new reviews will fill the gaps in the near future. Yet, a different type of critical overview might be even more fruitful at this stage, one that keeps sight firmly on what started out as the ultimate goal of the research: A thorough understanding of what one needs to measure at the macroscale in order to adequately describe emergent microbial processes. Instead of surveying the increasingly widespread application of specific technologies to soils, it is worth taking a step back and analyzing how the use of these technologies and their continual improvements help us, or are expected to help us, move steadily on paths leading to the goal we seek. For each path, we can try to assess how far along we are at present and, to the best of our knowledge, to estimate how much distance remains to be covered. Also, since at the scale of bacterial and archaeal cells, it is virtually impossible to dissociate physical, (bio)chemical, and biological aspects of soils, another key point of interest is the extent to which the combined uses of different technologies, meant to access information on these complementary aspects, make us now, or at least promise to make us soon, converge consistently toward meaningful insights. In this reflection on what remains to be done, it makes sense to try to gauge as well how much assistance we could derive from measurement technologies that are barely emerging at the moment but will in all likelihood become routinely available to us in the next few years. It is to scrutiny along these different directions that the present review article is devoted.

Keeping One's Eyes on the Ultimate Goal
=======================================

First things first. As a famous microbiologist once wrote, "without the proper technological advances the road ahead is blocked. Without a proper vision, there is no road ahead" ([@B590]). So, it is vital to start from a clear perception of the goal that is being pursued, and then outline what paths lead to it. As pointed out above, it has been known for half a century at least that the type of macroscopic measurements that are carried out routinely on soils and sediments at the moment do not inform in a satisfactory way about the parameters that appear to be controlling the activity of microorganisms in these systems. Experience has shown clearly that knowledge of, e.g., the total microbial biomass and the total amount of OM present in a given volume of soil or sediment does not allow us to make reliable predictions about the activity of microorganisms or the fate of OM. Somehow, our usual measurements do not capture enough of the huge complexity that soils manifest at the microscopic scale to enable us to predict accurately various properties of soils, like the activity of microorganisms, at the macroscopic scale.

To describe the process by which microscale heterogeneity influences and generates macroscopic behaviors, researchers have used alternatively the terms of "emergence" ([@B224]; [@B2]) or "self-organization" ([@B476]; [@B202]; [@B399], [@B400]; [@B329]; [@B608]; [@B26]; [@B294], [@B295]; [@B150]; [@B509],[@B510]). For a number of reasons, explained in detail in **[Appendix 1 (Supplementary Information)](#SM1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}**, "emergence," implying a reality that is *less* than the sum of its parts and is therefore much simpler to describe, is far more appropriate than the term of "self-organization" to describe the type of soil-borne processes on which this review article focuses. In the following, we shall therefore refer consistently to "emergence."

This point of terminology being resolved, the crux of the matter is that information of an entirely different nature than that currently available is needed to describe soil microbial processes adequately. We clearly need new macroscopic measurements. There are probably different ways to envisage the paths that will lead us eventually to this "Holy Grail." **Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}** proposes one of these perspectives, which has served as a general strategy map to a number of us in our research efforts. It starts on the left with information about basic soil features. What we understand at this point of emergent processes in soils indicates that this topic has (at least) three clear, resolutely interdependent facets, associated, respectively, with physical-, (bio)chemical-, and microbiological aspects of soils. For each of them, it is crucial to gather experimental information, either on static properties (dealt with in the boxes "physical characterization," etc.), or on their dynamics. Alongside this evidence gathering, it is also important to develop theoretical and modeling frameworks that encapsulate experimental information and allow predictions to be made. In each case, experimental data should serve to refine theories and models, which in turn (e.g., through sensitivity analyses) can provide guidance in the procurement of additional data. The outcome of this type of iterative approach, hopefully, is a satisfactory description of each dynamic, which can then be integrated at first pairwise, and eventually all together, into a comprehensive model of soil processes at the microscale.

![Schematic representation of the sequence of steps in the research on the emergent properties of soils, leading from a characterization of the various properties and dynamics at the microscale, onward to an upscaled macroscopic model, and finally to the ultimate goal of identifying macroscopic measurements that can be carried out routinely.](fmicb-09-01929-g001){#F1}

At that point, we are still somewhat far from the goal. Indeed, when this integrated model becomes available, running it on any given soil sample will require a tremendous amount of microscale information, which may take weeks or even months to gather, not to mention that the integrated model itself will likely take quite some time to run, which means that with this integrated microscale description of soils, only very few soil samples will ever be characterized and modeled. What we need instead is to come up with simple *macroscopic* measurements that can be carried out *routinely*.

One way to find out what these macroscopic measurements should be is suggested in **Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}**. It consists of expanding the available experimental database by simulating many different scenarios under different conditions of microscale heterogeneity of the soils, and of their properties. From these multiple scenarios, one can try to find out how one can simplify the description, in other words upscale the microscale model to the macroscale, while making sure that, in the process, the macroscopic parameters that appear in the resulting upscaled description are amenable to routine measurement in practice. This prospect of course rests on the assumption, at this stage very much open, that the simplification implied by the notion of "emergence" indeed occurs in soils. As discussed later, there is fortunately some circumstantial evidence that such simplification can be expected.

The research program, depicted in **Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}**, comprises a number of clear paths, which are discussed in the following. To the extent that some of the steps along these paths involve advanced technologies and elaborate methods of analysis or simulation, there is a definite risk of drift, i.e., to focus excessively on tools, perfect them, and progressively forget over time the reason for doing all this work in the first place, as one could argue has unfortunately happened occasionally in the past in other contexts in soil science ([@B48]). One might argue that switching progressively from actual soils to very coarse sands or collections of clean 500 μm (or bigger) glass beads constitutes an example of such a drift. These systems admittedly pose far fewer technological challenges, which enable researchers to identify and isolate various microscale mechanisms, but, as experience acquired in the past (e.g., in the sixties, when glass beads were used to research several soil processes, like water retention hysteresis) has shown, the relevance of the information acquired in these idealized systems for the functioning of real soils is unclear, at best. To avoid such drift, as much as possible, the descriptions of the various paths of **Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}** will focus exclusively on progress made to date with actual, living *soils*, in all their wonderful complexity and messiness.

One last comment that needs to be made before we embark in the description of the program of **Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}** is that there is no reason to be so wedded to it as not to be open to alternatives that may surface. If tomorrow, an experimentalist comes up with a robust empirical relationship among novel macroscopic measurements, similar to what is envisaged as the ultimate outcome of the program of **Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}**, every researcher interested in the field should probably rejoice, change gear, and adopt an entirely different perspective, for example to try to understand why the solution works. This is reminiscent of the debate about top-down vs. bottom-up approaches in hydrology ([@B27]; [@B48]). Regardless of how strongly held one's philosophical beliefs are, what matters most is to find a satisfactory answer to a number of questions, not necessarily the manner in which the answers are obtained. This being said, no experimentalist has stepped forward yet with a ready answer, and the stepwise plan of **Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}** appears to be our best bet at this point to ever obtain one in the limited time we have to do so.

Progress on the Physical Front
==============================

Computed Tomography and Image Processing
----------------------------------------

Any overview of the quantitative research of the past 10 years on microscale processes in soils needs to start with their physical characterization. Indeed, soil physicists have undeniably led the charge. The pioneering work carried out in the early 1980s with medical and custom-made X-ray and gamma-ray computed tomography systems brought to the attention of the soil physics community the potential of this technology, then still in its infancy ([@B396]; [@B201]; [@B113]; [@B404]). The low (millimeter) resolution of scanners available at the time enabled researchers to characterize the geometry of macropores (e.g., earthworm burrows) in soils ([@B573]; [@B251]; [@B214]; [@B82]; [@B442]; [@B324]), but was much too coarse to provide information relevant to microorganisms. In the mid-1990s, various synchrotron facilities around the world began to devote beam time to soils, and researchers immediately took advantage of the significantly higher spatial resolution (down to a few μm) these facilities afforded, as well as the fact that the synchrotron X-ray beams are monochromatic (single-energy) ([@B16]; [@B487]; [@B179]; [@B584]; [@B165]). However, access to synchrotron beam time was, and still is to a large extent, somewhat scarce and difficult to obtain, so that the extent of adoption of synchrotron-X-ray tomography has remained limited. The commercialization, around 2002, of the first tabletop, non-medical X-ray tomography systems, which were not excessively onerous and could therefore be entirely dedicated to soil science research, marked the beginning of a new era. The X-rays produced by these machines are polychromatic (i.e., are a mixture of X-rays of different energies), which in a number of ways is a disadvantage compared to the monochromatic X-ray produced by synchrotrons, but the resolution of these tabletop scanners has steadily improved since 2002 and several machines now allow resolutions that, in small soil samples of a few cm^3^, can be as low as 0.3 μm, i.e., commensurate with the resolution afforded by synchrotrons ([@B560]) and with the size of some of the "ultra-small" bacteria and archaea found in soils. The very high resolution of X-ray CT has for a time at least made other types of measuring instruments, like dual-energy gamma-ray scanners, neutron radiography, or nuclear magnetic resonance micro-imaging systems, fall off the radar screen, at least in applications to soils. Nevertheless, as we shall see later, these instruments afford advantages over X-ray CT, and are therefore likely to play a more significant role in the future.

The "3-dimensional" soil images that CT scanners provide are in fact stacks of 2-dimensional, grayscale images associated with virtual slices within the soil sample. Very early on in the use of these images, researchers came to the conclusion that these grayscale images would not be very useful to quantify the geometry of the soil pore space and that it was necessary to derive binary (black and white) images from the original grayscale ones, a process alternatively referred to as "thresholding" or "segmentation." Significant progress has occurred over the years in how this thresholding is approached. Initially, it was carried out slice by slice, either manually by simple visual inspection ("eye-balling") or with the assistance of one of a number of available 2D algorithms (e.g., [@B363]). The first improvement consisted of thresholding the whole 3-d image at once, using an algorithm to calculate a unique, global threshold value. Then, various researchers showed that in the presence of textural heterogeneities (e.g., stones) within the samples, it was preferable to instead use local thresholds, which can vary from location to location within a sample ([@B233]; [@B461]). Up to that point, all thresholding algorithms required operator input, to adjust one or more parameters. This introduced unavoidable subjectivity in the process, which in principle would make it improbable for different individuals to threshold a given soil sample the same way, or even for a single individual to threshold different soil samples (e.g., associated with different agricultural practices or with successive times) in a consistent manner ([@B49]).

The question of objectivity in the generation of X-ray CT images of soils is in fact much broader than just this issue regarding thresholding/segmentation. Indeed, as a number of authors have pointed out ([@B545]; [@B229]), the process of obtaining CT images of soils requires many decisions to be made by operators, concerning in particular the value of scanning parameters (e.g., energy level, choice of filter, scanning resolution), the selection of one among a number of alternative image reconstruction and artifact correction algorithms, the format (8- or 16 bit) used to store the images, and the use of a method to increase image sharpness or reduce the noise that is unavoidably present in the images after reconstruction. As with thresholding 10 years ago, different groups, and sometimes even different individuals within a group, adopt alternative perspectives with respect to the various decisions that need to be made by operators, which can lead to sometimes significant differences in some of the metrics that are associated eventually with CT images (see, e.g., [@B229]). Nevertheless, at this point, there appears to be no effort underway to develop a set of materials that could be used as "scanning standards," as suggested by [@B49], or simply to standardize analyzes. One way out of the difficulty would be to document exhaustively the parameter values used at each and every step of the image acquisition process, as well as, through detailed sensitivity analyses, the extent to which conclusions that are reached on the basis of CT images are affected by these parameter values.

Nevertheless, recognition a few years ago that the subjectivity in thresholding operations and in the manipulation of CT images could be substantial, prompted the development of a number of automated thresholding algorithms requiring no operator input ([@B463]; [@B207]; [@B228]), regardless of the level of "supervision" (learning from training data) adopted. These objective algorithms have been used in a number of investigations (e.g., [@B55],[@B56]; [@B230]), and new algorithms are appearing that do not require any parameter tuning (e.g., [@B578]), but so far they have not stopped the development of operator-dependent approaches ([@B284]; [@B211]; [@B368]; [@B332]). Therefore, further progress is needed in this area, especially in order to segment images containing multiple distinct populations of voxels.

BIB- and FIB-SEM
----------------

Another approach that has recently been explored to obtain basically the same physical information as with X-ray CT consists of using broad- or focused ion beam scanning electron microscopy (BIB- or FIB-SEM). The ion beam can directly modify or "mill" a specimen surface, and this milling can be controlled with nanometer precision. By carefully controlling the energy and intensity of the ion beam, it is possible to perform very precise nano-machining to remove very thin layers of material, for example in a block of soil impregnated with resin. BIB milling produces cross-sections of a few mm^2^ to cm^2^, whereas FIB deals with surfaces that at most are a few hundred μm^2^. Once a new surface has been exposed, it can be imaged via SEM, at resolutions typically between 10 and 500 nm ([@B81]). The sequence of images obtained in successive layers can be assembled into a 3D image, similar to those resulting from X-ray CT tomography, and subsequently segmented ([@B452]; [@B320]). In the last few years, this approach has been used extensively to investigate the morphological characteristics of dolomite rocks, shales, and clays using BIB alone ([@B227]), a combination of BIB- and FIB-SEM ([@B218]), or the joint use of micro-CT and FIB-SEM ([@B136]). In soils, FIB-SEM presents a tremendous potential, but its use appears to have been limited so far to observations of microbially induced calcite precipitation in sandy soils ([@B308]) and to obtain high-resolution images of the colonization of soil--root interfaces ([@B548]).

Soil Structure Versus Architecture
----------------------------------

Early in the use of CT scanners to characterize the physical properties of soils, it became apparent that this technology afforded a convenient response to the age-old question of how to best quantify soil "structure," this term being understood either as "the arrangement or organization of the particles in the soil" ([@B222]), or, following [@B137], as "the spatial heterogeneity of the different components or properties of soils."

For many decades, the vast majority of the research on the topic has viewed soil structure as intimately linked with the fact that it is possible to fragment soils into distinct aggregates upon the application of mechanical stress ([@B425]). Undoubtedly this perspective has its roots in the soil surveyors' traditional poking of exposed soil profiles with knives, leading to the detachment of chunks of soils, called "aggregates," whose size and shape is used to diagnose the types of pedogenetic processes that might have taken place at that location, to classify soils, and to evaluate their agronomic potential. Since the 1940s, an extensive body of literature has been devoted to the assessment of the stability of soil aggregates under a variety of operational conditions, for example under dry or wet sieving. As [@B610] point out, "the ease and seeming reproducibility of the many standard stability tests are the main drivers behind the prevalence of this type of research."

A common criticism of the concept of aggregate in soils is that it is little more than an artifact. The hierarchical organization of aggregates, identified and described in detail by [@B521], suggests that the distribution of sizes of aggregates one obtains might depend on the amount of energy that is applied to take soils apart. This operational issue, discussed by [@B12], is particularly well illustrated by the experimental results of [@B138], who show that the size of fragments obtained by sieving soils is inversely related to the mechanical stress applied. [@B203] also point out that breakdown of soils by dynamic or static mechanical loading yields different fragmentations of soil aggregates. This dependence of the aggregate size distribution on the operational conditions under which it is measured raises the question of whether aggregates exist in soils in their natural state ([@B610]), calling into question the extensive literature that tries to analyze the influence of aggregate size on various processes, e.g., in terms of the sequestration of OM, the distribution of bacteria, a wide range of geochemical processes, or the release of greenhouse gasses ([@B428]; [@B241]; [@B363]; [@B432]; [@B191]; [@B377]; [@B99]; [@B334], [@B335]; [@B66]; [@B423], [@B422]; [@B149]; [@B246]; [@B454]; [@B472]; [@B213]; [@B439]; [@B615]; [@B69]; [@B313]), and explaining perhaps why some authors have failed to observe anticipated correlations between OM content and aggregation ([@B431]). Nevertheless, one might argue that this dependence problem can be alleviated somewhat by standardizing methods, and that, in any event, it does not particularly affect attempts to understand at a very local scale in soils the interactions between pore geometry, chemical composition, and microbial activity. As long as aggregates are viewed as chunks of soil that are convenient to manipulate because they do not fall apart too easily, e.g., when they are rotated on the stage of a CT scanner, and to the extent that no particular significance is associated with their external surfaces, which might just have been failure planes in some larger aggregate, no harm is done in using aggregates to gain insight into microscale processes, as various authors have done successfully ([@B435]; [@B15]; [@B274], [@B280]; [@B560]; [@B611]).

One could also consider that there is no problem either with repacking aggregates extracted from a soil, and trying to find out experimentally or through simulation how this now entirely artificial system behaves (e.g., [@B120]; [@B150]). We are often forced by journals to use repacked soil columns in order to have actual replicates, and be able to calculate statistics, which some reviewers view as sacred and indispensable. However, it is entirely unclear at this point to what extent the conclusions that one reaches from this kind of exercise relate to the behavior of real soils, including the very soil from which the aggregates that are used originated. The reason for this has to do fundamentally with the absence of any theoretical framework or set of procedures to, as it were, put the pieces of the puzzle back together, once a soil has been disaggregated and its aggregates have been characterized, e.g., relative to their size distribution and individual geometries. In the process of disaggregating a soil sample, as long as no information is obtained about the geometry and topology of the interstices that may have existed originally between what eventually becomes distinct aggregates, there is no way practically to "reconstruct" the original soil, even for computational purpose, and in particular to guarantee that the pores between aggregates in the repacked system be similar in shape to those that existed originally^[1](#fn01){ref-type="fn"}^. One could draw parallels here with architecture ([@B302]; [@B29]) or even with card games: Indeed, one cannot say anything about the size and shape of a house of cards after it has been torn down, simply by looking at the pile of cards that is left.

Aware of these obstacles already many years ago, a number of authors argued for a different way to approach the structure of soils. [@B137], in a thorough review of the then available methodology in this field, recommends that preference be given to methods involving direct observation of structural features by scanning electron microscopy and by optical scanning of resin-impregnated sections and fracture surfaces. A few years later, [@B302] vents his frustration in the face of many failed attempts to link soil structure, defined in terms of aggregates, to functionality within the soil system. He suggests that instead of focusing on the solid components of soil structure, as had been the tradition for decades, one should emphasize instead the arrangement of voids, and the properties that these voids confer to soils, just as to describe a building, it is not primarily the shape of the bricks or stones that matters, or the thickness of the walls, but the size of the rooms and openings (windows, door frames). Reiterating these same messages, [@B610] argue that "an investigation of discrete aggregates or distributions of aggregates does not offer any spatial information. Functional traits of soil structure, at all scales, rely on the connectivity, tortuosity, and heterogeneity of pore space in 3D." The same message is echoed in the recent thorough review of the literature by [@B425], who conclude that "although appealing, the aggregate perspective does not seem to be the most appropriate to link soil structure with soil functions and processes." Because of the historically close connection between "soil structure" and aggregates, [@B610] propose to drop the expression of "soil structure" in favor of that, less history-laden, of "soil architecture." This terminology has been routinely adopted since (e.g., [@B29]; [@B318]; [@B126]; [@B317]; [@B73],[@B74]; [@B87]; [@B216]; [@B277]; [@B453]) and will be used consistently in the following.

In principle, it is feasible to analyze this architecture by taking 2D images of sequences of thin sections in resin-impregnated blocks of undisturbed soil, and then using dedicated software to reconstruct from these images a full 3D picture of the geometry of soil pores. This tedious, time-consuming approach has been adopted with success by [@B107], [@B108]), [@B550], and [@B554]. However, access to X-ray beams at various synchrotron facilities, and especially the availability of table-top X-ray CT scanners, have allowed the work in this area to experience a quantum leap around the turn of the century. The new technology has made it possible to obtain 3D images of the pore space in intact soil cores much more rapidly, and at resolutions that have gradually improved over time ([@B349]; [@B447]; [@B73]; [@B80]; [@B424]).

The gradual conceptual shift from the aggregate-based "structure" to the "architecture" of soils has been accompanied by a refocus of the discourse on the voids within this architecture, following in that respect the suggestion of [@B302]. Another conceptual shift as well is occurring in that respect. Conditioned to think in terms of a traditional analogy between the pore space of soils and a bundle or network of capillaries, soil physicists used to be concerned about the size of "pores" in soils. It is clear from CT images that there are no identifiable pores in soils, and that the delineation of individual pores is necessarily somewhat subjective. Some authors have tried to make the concept of pore size distribution less arbitrary by using automatic algorithms to determine locally the radii of maximum balls that are fully inside the pore space. Partly because of the historical weight of the capillary analogy and partly with the help of these "inscribed balls" algorithms, pore size distributions are still being computed (e.g., [@B283]; [@B380]; [@B372]; [@B73]; [@B387]; [@B230]; [@B340]). Yet, clearly, researchers have increasingly turned in recent years to other approaches to describe quantitatively the make-up of soils. Indeed, a whole panoply of mathematical tools is now available, and is steadily expanded, to characterize a number of aspects of the pore space. These tools include various algorithms to calculate the tortuosity and connectivity of the pore space on the basis of grayscale or binary 3D CT images ([@B193]; [@B230]; [@B340]). Another approach to describe the pore space quantitatively is provided by the fundamental set of Minkowski functional measures ([@B300]; [@B555]; [@B164]). These functional measures comprise the volume, surface area, integral mean curvature, and the Euler-Poincaré characteristic (or topological measure Chi). [@B257] propose another set of descriptors, including two-point probability functions, linear functions, and two-point cluster functions, and they used the first two in simulated annealing optimization procedures to reconstruct soil architecture artificially, based on original images of soil thin sections. For a number of years, fractal geometry was thought to be an ideal tool to characterize the inner space of soils, since according to the way the theory was interpreted, a single parameter, the fractal dimension, could inform about the make-up of soils over a range of scales. This vision of fractal geometry has since been confronted with the reality that a single dimension, whose value turns out to be itself scale- and resolution-dependent, does not suffice. As explained by Mandelbrot from the start, at least one other parameter, either the lacunarity (e.g., [@B386]; [@B453]) or the succolarity ([@B127]) is required to obtain an accurate description. Since the lacunarity ([@B386]) and likely also the succolarity are affected by the resolution of images, it is not clear at this point whether fractal geometry still offers much interest. Another approach that might (but has not yet) provide a solution to the resolution-dependence derives from the application of the theory of multifractal measures to CT images of soils ([@B288]; [@B570]; [@B525]). From a different perspective, various authors have also tried to extract networks from 3D images of soils, to which graph theory principles can be applied to characterize the connectivity and topology of the pore space ([@B554]; [@B390]).

Can We "See" Water and Organic Matter in Soils?
-----------------------------------------------

Since the ultimate objective of the research reviewed here is to eventually be able to predict the activity of microorganisms in soils, for whom the presence of water and readily biodegradable OM is crucial, it is important to be able to detect in what portion of the pore space they are located. In this respect, researchers have been confronted with the difficulty that, typically, if one places a wet soil sample in a table-top X-ray CT scanner, the outcome is a 3D grayscale image characterized by a histogram with a single, broad peak that is not suitable at all to tease apart the water from the solids without resorting to arbitrary assumptions ([@B528]), nor to identify in the solid phase the portion that corresponds to OM. So far, to avoid this obstacle, researchers have either shifted their attention toward artificial media, or they have worked with actual soils but under special conditions that allow the identification of water and OM.

In terms of artificial porous media, researchers have used glass beads ([@B117]; [@B457]) and coarse sands ([@B77]) to quantify the 3-dimensional distribution of water in the pore space. If one scans these systems under partially saturated conditions, as these researchers did, evidence suggests that it is not very difficult to locate air-water interfaces. Another way to proceed, made possible by the low reactivity of glass beads or sands compared to soils, is to increase the contrast between the attenuation of X-rays in the solid phase and the liquid phase by using a contrast agent that increases X-ray attenuation in the liquid. Although the results obtained with glass beads and sands are definitely interesting and probably applicable to coarse aquifer materials, it is not clear at this stage how they help us identify water and OM in actual soils, which as a rule tend to be tremendously more heterogeneous, and have much smaller pores. There is no real answer at this point to the question of how one can transition from glass beads to actual soils. This is a perennial problem, also faced by researchers who for a time carried out extensive work in the 1960s on the hysteresis of water retention in glass beads systems ([@B523]; [@B522]).

Another approach that can conceivably work in some soils, consists of scanning a soil sample when it is dry, and then re-scan it when it has been brought to the desired moisture content (e.g., [@B528]). Comparison between the non-air phases in the "before" and "after" images yields the distribution of water in the system. In principle, this approach could work very well if the soil does not swell at all when its moisture content is increased. This apparently was the case in the experiments carried out by [@B528], who report that "no significant evidence of shrinkage was observed." Yet the problem is that most soils in the world do shrink/swell to some extent ([@B180]), including soils like those described by [@B426] whose kaolinitic mineralogy one does not traditionally associate with this phenomenon. The question remains at this point of what is significant enough evidence of shrinkage or swelling in a soil sample to prevent this "subtraction" method to be used to visualize the distribution of water.

Yet another strategy is to carry out CT measurements on real soils under conditions where water and OM are not intimately mixed with the solid constituents at very fine scales. This approach has been adopted by a number of researchers in the last few years who worked on plant residues within soils ([@B125]; [@B358]; [@B281]) or attempted to directly visualize soil moisture ([@B84]; [@B520]; [@B410]). Working with a real clay-loam soil material near water saturation, [@B84] focused on the water that occupies part of the volume in the larger pores. They were able under these conditions to clearly observe pendular rings of water in images at a resolution close to 6 μm. [@B520] adopted a similar focus, in undisturbed soil samples, and were able with a table-top X-ray CT scanner to visualize the presence of water films coating the inner surfaces of meso- and macropores. Similarly, [@B410], working with synchrotron X-rays, were able to generate CT images of repacked aggregates in whose histograms there was a good separation of voxels associated with the air, liquid, and solid phases (**Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}**).

![**(A)** two dimensional section of synchrotron X-ray computed tomography image of a soil cube equilibrated at --1 kPa and **(B)** histogram of the corresponding 3D SR-μCT image. In the tomographic sections, black is the air phase, dark gray is the water phase and light gray to white is the matrix phase. The scale bars represent 500 μm. (Reprinted with permission from [@B410]).](fmicb-09-01929-g002){#F2}

A last approach that could work in principle to see the moisture in soils consists of adding various contrast agents to the water, to modify its X-ray attenuation ([@B539]). However, in practice, contrast agents need to diffuse sufficiently for the method to work, which again, in many cases, in undisturbed soil samples, might be operationally workable only to image the largest pores near saturation.

It might thus be tempting to look elsewhere for a possible answer. Indeed, over the last decade, the resolution associated with 3D nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) micro-imaging has become steadily better. [@B298], for example, managed to obtain images of 1.2 mm by 1.2 mm columns of glass beads and crushed silica gels particles, respectively, with a spatial resolution of 46.875 μm, which is still coarser than the resolution of CT scanners for this column width, but is not as far from it as it used to be. As encouraging as these results are, however, NMR micro-imaging as currently implemented still suffers from a major obstacle when it comes to real soils, and therefore is not a real solution in that context. Because of the very powerful magnets that are used to generate the signal, only soils that do not contain paramagnetic elements can be imaged. Since many if not most soils contain some iron, at least, this limits tremendously the conditions under which NMR is a viable alternative to X-ray CT to generate 3D images. An alternative to NMR would be to use neutron computed tomography ([@B531]) to observe the distribution of water in soils, but at this stage the resolution of images that can be generated is still relatively low, comparable to that obtainable with medical or table-top X-ray CT equipment 15 or 20 years ago ([@B391]).

The best option to "see" water at this point, even though it has not been implemented very much of late, appears to be the use of dual energy X-rays in CT scanners. With gamma rays of two different energies, typically produced by ^241^Am and ^137^Cs sources, it has been possible for a while to simultaneous assess the moisture content and bulk density of soils ([@B480]; [@B226]; [@B62]), but the measurements are extremely slow, and their spatial resolution is low. [@B179] applied dual-energy synchrotron X-rays for the first time to soils, to assess rapid vertical soil density and water content changes in swelling soils during infiltration. Shortly thereafter, [@B441] used a medical scanner that allowed them to scan silt loam subsoil samples at two energy levels (80 and 120 kV) to evaluate the distributions of water, air, and solids, as well as the voxel dry bulk density. The spatial resolution during scanning was 0.25 mm in the horizontal and 1 mm in the vertical direction, which was (and still is) standard for scanners routinely used in hospital settings. Since this work almost 20 years ago, there has been to our knowledge no application of dual-energy X-ray tomography to soils. Several table-top X-ray scanners currently commercialized offer the possibility to carry out dual-energy scanning sequentially on soil samples. The fact that nobody so far has reported on the use of this feature with table-top scanners suggests that polychromatic X-rays are not suitable for dual-energy scanning to work in the case of soil samples. Further research is needed to determine if with monochromatic X-ray beams, at synchrotron facilities, dual-energy scanning produces promising results.

Part of the reason for the limited use of dual-energy scanning - and it would be true as well for attempts to scan soils rich in OM with dual-energy gamma-rays - is that until not too long ago, it would have been difficult to tease apart water from soil OM in CT images ([@B507]). The problem is not OM *per se*. [@B261]demonstrate that X-ray CT can image beautifully the structure of peat samples of various compositions. The difficulty has to do with the fact that at the high X-ray energies required to penetrate through soil materials, there is very little difference in X-ray attenuation between water and water-filled OM, whose peaks in grayscale image histograms are often not clearly distinguishable from a broad peak associated with mineral constituents. This problem was resolved, at least in part, in 2014, when [@B539] tested 52 different chemical compounds. They perfused aqueous solutions saturated with the compounds through undisturbed soil samples under partial vacuum and found that 4 of these chemicals \[phosphomolybdic acid (PMA), silver nitrate, lead nitrate and lead acetate\] successfully enhance the X-ray attenuation contrast of OM relative to soil minerals and allow particulate organic matter (POM) to be easily detected. [@B395] tried to take advantage of the fact that osmium has a marked absorption K-edge^[2](#fn02){ref-type="fn"}^ at a photon energy ∼74 keV. They exposed air-dry soil aggregates to a 25 w/w OsO~4~ solution for 48 h at room temperature in a closed vial under a fume hood (because of the very high toxicity of OsO~4~), and scanned these aggregates at a synchrotron facility below and above the absorption K-edge, respectively. Preliminary results, obtained by [@B395] and [@B429], suggest that this technique makes it possible to visualize the distribution of OM in soils, and to distinguish between POM and OM that is distributed more diffusely throughout the soil architecture (**Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}**). One promising approach to identify POM in CT images consists of building on both the attenuation, thus gray scale, values of the organic materials and on the spatial distribution patterns of POM grayscale values, which uniquely separate it from the rest of the soil solids ([@B278]). Indeed, even from a "naked eye" examination, POM often stands out on CT images due to much greater uniformity of its grayscale values. [@B278] successfully used geostatistical parameters of POM fragments as indicators of the presence of POM in intact soil samples. This approach has advantages over POM identification via Os staining, since, unlike Os staining, CT scanning has minimal effect on soil microorganisms ([@B74]; [@B279]; [@B467]). Thus, the samples can be used for exploring the decomposition of the identified POM fragments in a sequence of initial CT scanning, incubation, and post-incubation CT scanning activities, as done by [@B280]. However, as of now the process of POM identification using this approach is time consuming and requires a substantial user input.

![Illustrative two-dimensional spatial distributions of osmium-stained OM mapped onto the reconstructed image cross-sections of aggregates. In **(A)**, red colors are typically associated with particulate OM. Green colors reflect lower concentrations (Modified from [@B395]. Reprinted with permission). In **(B)**, the red patches correspond to OM (Modified from [@B429]. Reprinted with permission).](fmicb-09-01929-g003){#F3}

Sub-Resolution Pores
--------------------

Another issue that, at the moment, is still awaiting a definite solution, is related to the soil pores having dimensions smaller than the resolution of CT images. From the mid-1980s to the early 2000s, the resolution of X-ray CT scanners accessible to soil scientists improved by about 3 orders of magnitude, from a few hundred microns to a fraction of a micron in the best of cases. However, no matter how small this resolution is, a portion of the pore space unavoidably remains invisible to scanners. The practical significance of sub-resolution pores depends strongly on the resolution of CT images, of course, but also, critically, on the type of soil considered. For a coarse sandy soil, it is possible that at a 20 or 30 μm resolution, only a minute portion of the total porosity would not be visible in thresholded CT images. Contrastedly, in other types of soil, the portion of sub-resolution pores can be substantial. In microaggregated tropical soils like those investigated by [@B483], pores with a diameter less than 5 μm make up approximately 70% of the pore space, and are key to understanding the unique physical and chemical properties of these systems (e.g., [@B426]). In the silty soils investigated by [@B401], 82% of the pores a dimensions smaller than the resolution of 30 μm at which the CT scans were made. In clayey or clay-loam soils, like those whose pore size distribution was determined via mercury intrusion porosimetry by [@B101], a resolution of 10 μm would be too large to identify any pore at all, and it would be of paramount importance to be able to somehow characterize the sub-resolution porosity in some fashion.

In some very special cases, grayscale CT images, before any thresholding or segmentation is carried out, may contain some information about sub-resolution features. In porous media like sandstone samples or columns filled with glass beads, which consist solely of a homogeneous mineral phase, grayscale values intermediate between those of the pores and solids in CT images result from partial-volume effect if the solid particles are not porous. If, on the contrary, the solid particles are themselves porous, intermediate grayscale values are associated both with partial-volume effects and with sub-resolution pores, and blind application of a ternary segmentation approach, like that used by [@B459], may yield meaningless results if interpreted solely as sub-resolution porosity. However, in these same simple systems, as long as partial-volume effects are negligible, grayscale values contain unambiguous information about sub-resolution pores, information that is lost entirely when the images are thresholded ([@B193]; [@B49]). To refine the analysis, insight obtained from images of these systems at different resolutions can be combined, as was done recently by various authors ([@B482]; [@B403]; [@B471]) and applied to soils by others ([@B555]; [@B118]), to try to get a better handle on predicting the properties of sub-resolution voids. Unfortunately, in real soils, in most cases of practical interest, both these single- and multiple-resolution approaches run into as yet insurmountable hurdles, related to the intimate, fine-scale mixing of minerals, OM, and water. The contribution of these different phases and constituents to the grayscale value of voxels in reconstructed CT images cannot at this stage be differentiated, and as a result, it is not possible in general to correlate this grayscale level with the porosity of the volume of soil to which it corresponds. It might be necessary to wait until tunable X-ray and gamma-ray scanners become routinely available, to resolve this issue.

Moving From 3D to 4D: Dynamical Measurements
--------------------------------------------

In order to get a dynamical picture of physical processes in soils, one needs to transition from 3D to 4D, the fourth dimension of course being time. In many disciplines outside soil science, this transition has captured the attention of researchers over the last few years, and very interesting results have been obtained, in particular for very coarse-textured porous media ([@B59]; [@B141]). Yet, as far as soils are concerned, forays along these lines have been timid. At the mesoscale, very interesting work, starting already 25 years ago, describing how earthworm burrow systems evolve over time ([@B251]; [@B82]), how the geometry of macropores in paddy soils evolves during soil shrinkage ([@B72]), or how loamy soils are compacted during centrifugation ([@B460]). Also, various researchers have used MRI systems to monitor the infiltration of water in clay and coarse sandy loam columns ([@B13], [@B14]; [@B416]; [@B562]), γ-ray CT equipment to quantify the swelling of vertisols over time ([@B62]), or neutron CT systems to investigate the dynamics of water flows in soil, especially in the rhizosphere ([@B23]; [@B391]; [@B527]). However, virtually all of this work has been carried out at relatively low resolutions, at best of 15 μm but more often than not of several tens or even hundreds of microns.

At the micron scale sensu stricto, very little 4D work has been carried out so far. None of this research includes water movement, which is not very surprising, given the difficulties mentioned earlier concerning the detection of water at a sufficiently high resolution to be relevant to the microscale. Even under the various conditions where this detection is possible, water movement tends to be too fast to be monitored by X-ray CT, even at the fastest scanning times (of the order to 10--15 min, typically) available with table-top scanners. Ultrafast scanning techniques have been used recently with columns filled with gravel ([@B141]), but similar research has yet to be conducted with soils. Because of these constraints, dynamic microscale measurements have been limited to situations that involve ice formation, or slow changes in the architecture of soils. Using a table-top X-ray CT scanner, [@B524] investigated the changes in structure and the redistribution of water to form ice lenses in saturated samples of an Aurora silt loam frost-susceptible soil that were thoroughly mixed to produce an initially homogeneous material, and of a Honeywood silt loam that was deliberately contaminated with motor oil. The soils were subjected to relatively rapid, downward freezing, with access to water at their base. The results indicate that CT can produce excellent images of the ice lens distribution within a frozen silt loam soil, the consolidation of soil between the ice lenses, and the effects of hydrocarbon contamination on ice formation. Also using X-ray CT in freezing soils, [@B493] assessed the impact of a succession of freezing-thawing cycles on the pore network of a silty clay loam and a loamy sand topsoil. Also recently, [@B462] quantified soil architecture turnover by labeling soil constituents in place with small garnet particles and tracking their fate in successive CT images. The particles adhere to pore boundaries at the beginning of the experiment but gradually change their position relative to the nearest pore as structure formation progresses and pores are destructed or newly formed.

Modeling the Physics
--------------------

Over the last 2 decades, a significant body of literature has been devoted to the mathematical modeling of water retention and transport within the complex geometry of soil pores, revealed with increasing resolution by X-ray CT scanners. The bulk of this literature has dealt with the development and application of the Lattice-Boltzmann method ([@B333]; [@B181], [@B182]; [@B319]; [@B116]; [@B616]), but in recent years, other methods have also been adopted, based on finite element or finite difference schemes, or on geometric primitives.

Most of the work in this area has involved a number of variants of the Lattice-Boltzmann method, in which a fluid is viewed as a collection of fictitious particles that, alternatively, propagate from node to node on a regularly spaced grid (lattice mesh), then collide with the particles that end up on the same nodes. In the modeling of soils, the nodes correspond to the centers of voxels in 3D CT images. The method originates from a molecular description of a fluid and can directly incorporate physical terms stemming from a knowledge of the interaction between molecules. Hence, in principle, it keeps the cycle between the elaboration of a theory and the formulation of a corresponding numerical model short, which undoubtedly explains the enthusiasm it incited as soon as 3D CT images of soils became available. The key mathematical ingredient of the method is the probability $\mathit{f}_{\mathit{q}}\left( \overset{\rightharpoonup}{\mathit{r}},\mathit{t} \right)$ of finding a particle at position $\overset{\rightharpoonup}{\mathit{r}}$ in one of the microscopic directions envisaged within the lattice, at time *t*, where the subscript *q* is an index associated with a set of microscopic directions that are selected arbitrarily. Several discretizations of space can be used and are traditionally classified via the DnQm scheme, where "Dn" stands for "n dimensions" and "Qm" denotes "m speeds." A common choice is *D*3*Q*19, in 3 dimensions and with 18 nearest neighbors considered around each node, described by the unit microscopic velocity vectors, ${\overset{\rightharpoonup}{\mathit{c}}}_{\mathit{q}}$. In this case, the subscript *q* takes on 19 different values (including rest particles).

Classical Lattice-Boltzmann models applied to soils require CT images to be thresholded and assume that voxels associated with pores in binary 3-D images are totally permeable to water molecules, whereas those associated with solids are completely impermeable. Recognition of the significance of the sub-resolution pore space has prompted a sizeable number of researchers in the last couple of years to investigate ways to take this pore space into account explicitly in Lattice-Boltzmann models of water movement in soils, following [@B178] and [@B172]. The resulting "Gray" or "Partial-Bounce-Back" (PBB) Lattice-Boltzmann models consider that each voxel in the original, grayscale CT images has a given probability of penetration by water or solutes, and therefore a complementary probability that water or solute particles that penetrate the voxel eventually bounce back to their previous positions (e.g., [@B505]; [@B94]; [@B205]; [@B565]; [@B249]; [@B157]; [@B195]; [@B566]; [@B612]; [@B93]; [@B310]; [@B607]; [@B186]; [@B598]; [@B603]; [@B17]; [@B78]; [@B336]; [@B389]; [@B614]). In all this work, considerable advances have been made recently and a number of technical issues have been clarified ([@B185]), yet a major experimental hurdle related to the evaluation of the penetrability of sub-resolution pores, which at this point remains an arbitrary parameter in the models. As discussed in detail by [@B51], this penetrability cannot be deduced simply from grayscale values in CT images, and there is no practical alternative yet available.

The Lattice-Boltzmann method has indisputably become the de-facto standard in pore-scale studies of water retention and transport in soils. One of the drawbacks of the method, however, is the very long (sometimes weeks-long) computational time it typically requires on personal computers. Open Lattice-Boltzmann environments like Palabos^[3](#fn03){ref-type="fn"}^ or OpenLB^[4](#fn04){ref-type="fn"}^ offer options to run the code on massively parallel computers and arrays of graphics processing units (GPUs), or to decompose the flow domain into manageable subportions, and researchers are increasingly resorting to these speeding techniques in applications of the Lattice-Boltzmann method to soils. Nevertheless, the relative slowness of the original method, unless one has access to large computer clusters, has encouraged various authors to explore other avenues to model soils at the microscale.

One of these avenues encompasses a technique called "smoothed particle hydrodynamics" (SPH) (e.g., [@B508]), which works by dividing a fluid into a set of discrete elements, referred to as particles. To these particles is associated a spatial distance (known as the "smoothing length"), over which their properties are "smoothed" by a kernel function. This means that the physical quantity of any particle can be obtained by summing the relevant properties of all the particles that lie within the range of the kernel.

Finite element or finite difference schemes are also among the alternative techniques that have been selected to solve Stokes' equation within the pore space of soils (e.g., [@B319]). In a recent article, for example, [@B183] introduce the free software Finite-Difference Method Stokes Solver (FDMSS) that solves Stokes' equation using a finite-difference method (FDM) directly on voxelized 3D pore geometries (i.e., without meshing). Based on explicit convergence studies, validation on sphere packings with analytically known permeabilities, and comparison against lattice-Boltzmann and other published FDM studies, these authors conclude that FDMSS provides a computationally efficient and accurate basis for single-phase pore-scale flow simulations. By implementing an efficient parallelization and code optimization scheme, permeability inferences can now be made from 3D images of up to 10^9^ voxels using modern desktop computers. [@B528] use another numerical technique, based on the SIMPLE (Semi-Implicit Method for Pressure-Linked Equations) algorithm ([@B382]) to solve Stokes' equation in the pore space of loamy sand and clayey loam soil samples. These authors did so with OpenFOAM, an open source Computational Fluid Dynamics toolbox.

A different path, beside the Lattice-Boltzmann method and the various numerical schemes just alluded to, consists of using a morphological model. Such a model involves the approximation of the soil pore space by a network of so-called volume primitives, i.e., simple geometric shapes that can be transformed at will and combined to represent more complex geometries ([@B348]; [@B359]). One way to do so consists of using a geometrical algorithm based on Delaunay triangulation to determine the maximal balls of the pore space segmented from the 3D CT images. Maximal balls are defined as the balls included in the pore space but not included in any other ball included in the pore space. Then, a minimal set of maximal balls is extracted in order to obtain a compact representation of the pore space ([@B347]). The key advantage of the method is that it requires far fewer balls than voxels to cover the pore space, and one might hope in principle that this drastic simplification will carry over to the various processes (e.g., water retention, transport) that one wants to simulate. There is no guarantee in this respect, however, especially when models encompass not just physical processes but also (bio)chemical and microbiological ones. If the geometric primitives become too large, it may be necessary to divvy them up in smaller subcomponents in order to account adequately for the spatial heterogeneity exhibited by chemical and microbial processes in soils. The added computational time that would result from this division might very well negate the speeding up that theoretically results from the scheme.

Since there are different ways to simulate the retention and transport of water in soil pores, one might ask which of these methods performs best. The intercomparison of models (e.g., [@B602]) provides some general idea of the agreement, or lack thereof, among the models, but clearly, benchmarking model predictions against actual experimental data is by far the most desirable approach. At this juncture, since dynamic data about the movement of water (or other liquid phases, e.g., NAPLs) are not (yet) readily available, direct comparison with experimental data is feasible only for water retention in the pore space. [@B410] carried out the only such comparison to date, on the basis of quantitative data of the distribution of water and air in soil samples constituted of repacked aggregates, equilibrated at three matric potentials (-0.5, -1, and -2 kPa). The phase distribution data were derived from synchrotron X-ray CT images at a resolution of 4.6 μm. Water distribution was simulated by a two-phase Lattice-Boltzmann model (LBM) and a morphological model (MOSAIC). Results indicate that the lattice-Boltzmann model is able to predict remarkably well the location of air--water interfaces (**Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}**). When one lifts the assumption, motivated by capillary theory, that a pore can drain only if a connecting pore is already full of air, MOSAIC gives an acceptable approximation of the observed air--water interfaces (**Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}**). However, discretization of pores as geometrical primitives causes interfaces predicted by MOSAIC to have non-physical bulbous shapes. Nevertheless, given the huge difference in computing time required to run these two models (minutes for MOSAIC versus tens of hours for Lattice-Boltzmann), [@B410] recommend that further research be carried out on the development of both modeling approach, in parallel. One might argue that the same recommendation applies to other numerical schemes as well.

![Air-water interface surfaces of a region of interest (region p1bkk04a) in a silt-loam soil, measured via synchrotron X-ray computed tomography **(left)**, predicted using the Lattice-Boltzmann method **(center)**, and predicted by the geometric primitive-based model MOSAIC **(right)** (Modified from [@B410]. Reprinted with permission).](fmicb-09-01929-g004){#F4}

Visual Summary of the Status of the Physical Front
--------------------------------------------------

Now that we have covered in some detail the progress achieved to date in the description and modeling of the physics of soils, it is probably a good idea, and a nice way to summarize things, to go back to the schematic diagram of **Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}**, and, with it, attempt to represent visually where we are at the moment. In **Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}**, this is done by shading in the diagram of **Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}** the parts that correspond to work yet to be carried out. Admittedly, this is a subjective exercise, and different researchers, depending on how pessimistic or optimistic they are, may come up with contrasting evaluations. Yet, based on the detailed account provided above, the depiction in **Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}** of the status of the physical front seems reasonable.

![Visual assessment of the level of progress on the various steps in the research on the emergent properties of soils. The un-shaded parts (relative to the schematic diagram of **Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}**) correspond to the authors' estimate of the progress achieved to date on each step. The shaded portion of the diagram still largely remain to be tackled.](fmicb-09-01929-g005){#F5}

In terms of the physics, **Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}** summarizes visually the conclusion that work is relatively well advanced. Certainly, some areas require further research. Among others, the sub-resolution porosity of soils needs to be better apprehended. Yet, overall, significant progress has already been achieved on the experimental side. This is true to a lesser extent insofar as the dynamics of water (and other liquid phases) is concerned, due to difficulties in measuring changes in water content over sufficiently short times. In terms of modeling of the physics, some success has been achieved in the past decade, but there is room for improvement, in particular relative to the speed of computations.

The (Bio)Chemical Picture
=========================

Limited 3D Microscale Measurements
----------------------------------

Physical information is not sufficient to characterize microenvironments. Information about the chemistry, and in particular about the nature of reactive surfaces (e.g., [@B272]) and of dissolved or adsorbed (bio)chemical species, is also important. Therefore, to complement the information available about the geometry and topology of the pore space in soils with similar information about the chemical properties, one should ideally be able, as a start, to measure in 3D the chemical composition of soils. A logical and relatively simple option in this respect, in principle ([@B153]), would be to take advantage systematically of the X-ray absorption K edge of all the elements we might be interested in, in a manner similar to the determination of the distribution of soil OM by adsorption of osmium ([@B395]). Unfortunately, the situation with osmium is somewhat unique. First, Os happens to have its K edge at 73.87 keV, in the middle of the range of energies that is typically required to deal with soil samples of a volume larger than a few cm^3^. In the literature so far, that range has extended from 30 keV for synchrotron X-rays ([@B410]) up to nominally 225 keV for polychromatic X-rays ([@B229]). Practically, the low end of this energy range means that, in soil samples of a reasonably large size, it is not possible to detect elements with an atomic number lower than 51 in the periodic table, i.e., before antimony (Sb), which has an X-ray absorption K edge at 30.49 keV ([@B53]). This constraint entails that only a few elements, like I, Cs, Ba, Hg, Tl, and Pb, can be mapped in 3D in soil samples, but even then, yet another condition has to be met, namely that these elements be present in soils in such high concentration that they affect appreciably the level of X-ray absorption in the voxels where they are located. In soils containing only trace-level concentrations of these elements, voxel grayscale values would be unlikely to differ much, if at all, immediately below and above the various K edges. This means in effect that, naturally or artificially, soils would have to be heavily laden, at least locally, with these elements for their spatial distribution to be detectable. For example, to be able to use the X-ray absorption K-edge of Cs to detect the distribution and movement of water in fine sand samples, [@B588] had to use 10% (by mass) CsCl solutions. Similarly, to detect the transport of CaI~2~ solutions within small sand columns using the K-edge of iodine, [@B474] had to use concentrated (5% by mass) CaI~2~ solutions. [@B11] submerged soil aggregates in a 507 g L^-1^ CsCl solution in order to saturate the exchange complex with Cs, prior to scanning samples above and below the Cs K edge. Similarly, [@B258] used a 0.3 mol L^-1^ BaCl~2~ solution to assess the distribution of cation adsorption sites in four undisturbed soils, three of which have a very high clay content (53.9--79.9% clay). In both [@B11] and [@B258] cases, the clay content of their soils makes one wonder whether the amount of CsCl and BaCl~2~, respectively, needed for complete saturation of the exchange complex with Cs+ and Ba2+, which appears necessary to detect significant differences in X-ray attenuation, may have also caused, respectively, a dispersion of clay particles or a shrinking of clayey aggregates, and therefore, changes in the scanned images that could have been misinterpreted.

Another option for the 3D determination of soil composition is X-ray fluorescence. It is far less constraining in terms of the elements it can map (elements starting with Na, atomic number 11, are possible candidates), but unfortunately it suffers from a similar limitation on the size of soil samples that can be analyzed. The principle of the method is simple. When an atom is irradiated with X- rays of sufficient energy, it ejects an inner orbital electron. An electron from higher orbitals then falls to fill the vacancy in the lower energy state, resulting in the release of a fluorescent X-ray. The energy of the fluorescent X-ray given off is characteristic of the energy difference between the two orbital energy levels, which is specific to each element, while the intensity of the emitted X-rays is related to the elemental abundance in the sample being analyzed. In X-ray fluorescence tomography systems ([@B68]), also called confocal XRF scanners ([@B383]; [@B325]) or spectrometers ([@B479]), the presence of focusing optic both on the path of the incoming X-ray beam and between the sample and the detector allows the 3D elemental profiling of the sample, provided the travel path of fluorescence X-rays within the sample, once they are produced, is not too long, so that their absorption is minimized. This re-absorption of X-rays limits the 3D measurements to minute samples, extending to at most a few mm in any direction. In that context, [@B337] used 3D micro X-ray fluorescence spectroscopy to determine non-destructively the elemental composition of minute aggregates of a plutonium-contaminated soil, within which they could identify distinct 30 μm-size Pu particles with a limit of detection \<15 ng.

Many 2D Measurements Are Feasible
---------------------------------

Until direct 3D mapping of the chemical properties of soils becomes technically feasible and more accessible, an alternative approach to obtain 3-dimensional chemical information about soils at the microscale is to carry out the same procedure used a couple of decades ago by [@B107], [@B108]), [@B550], and [@B554], to obtain insight into the physical properties of soils. The idea is to perform multiple cuts through soil samples, analyze in turn the (bio)chemical make-up of each exposed surface within the soil, then, using an interpolation technique, generate a 3-D picture from the data associated with the various surfaces. This procedure is routinely used for biological samples, such as human tissues, in which the serial removal of layers can be carried out easily, either by using a traditional microtome or a cryo-ultramicrotome, or via ion-beam ablation.

To these exposed surfaces, it is now possible to apply a panoply of different spectroscopic techniques, a luxury that not too long ago, researchers would not even have dreamt of. Indeed, until the mid-1990s, beside the standard bulk analytical methods, requiring a sizeable sample of soils and therefore precluding microscale analysis, the only method that was available to researchers to determine local (bio)chemical properties of soils was based on energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy, either in the so-called "electron microprobe" or SEM-EDX equipment, or on electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) ([@B549]). The first two of these instruments, in scanner mode, can in principle produce elemental maps like that of **Figure [6A](#F6){ref-type="fig"}**. Starting in the mid- to late 1990s, synchrotron facilities around the world began offering soil scientists the opportunity to run various types of analyses, including X-ray absorption near-edge structure (XANES) and near-edge X-ray absorption fine structure (NEXAFS) spectroscopies, which rapidly became popular because of the very useful information it is able to provide on the molecular environment of atoms, and therefore on element speciation ([@B417]; [@B468]; [@B485], [@B484]; [@B264]; [@B100]; [@B567]; [@B501]; [@B220]; [@B343]; [@B242]; [@B271]). In most cases, the target of interest in this type of analysis is extremely minute in extent, a most a few μm^2^, but occasionally researchers have attempted to map properties over a slightly larger area, among other things to try to assess the heterogeneity of the composition of OM in soils (**Figure [6B](#F6){ref-type="fig"}**). Another synchrotron-based technique that has been used to some extent to obtain elemental maps involves X-ray micro-fluorescence ([@B223]; [@B240]; [@B242]), which unfortunately does not provide information about speciation, but has the advantage that it can cover bigger surface areas (**Figure [6C](#F6){ref-type="fig"}**). Several other spectroscopic methods provide molecular- to micro-scale distributions of elements and isotopes and thus soil properties. Among them, the most commonly applied to soils in recent years is dynamic nanoscale secondary ion mass spectroscopy (NanoSIMS, **Figure [6D](#F6){ref-type="fig"}**). It uses a high-energy beam of ions (either Cs^+^ or O^-^) to eject secondary ions from a sample surface, which are then analyzed using a mass spectrometer, at a very high spatial resolution typically of the order of 100 nm for soil samples ([@B219]; [@B352], [@B354], [@B353]). Slightly larger areas can be sampled with Static- or Time-of-flight Secondary Ion Mass Spectroscopy (Static SIMS or TofSIMS), which can target ions and small molecular fragments ([@B574]; [@B88]; [@B594]). Other spectroscopic methods, also working at spatial scales slightly larger than that of individual cells include Laser desorption/ionization (LDI), laser ablation inductively coupled plasma (LA-ICP), matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization (MALDI) and desorption electrospray ionization (DESI) spectroscopies ([@B574]).

![Illustrative examples of various chemical measurements that are now routinely carried out on 2D cross-sections through soil samples: **(A)** SEM-EDX mapping of the distribution of oxygen in a section through a calcareous soil from Scotland. The intensity of the color indicates the concentration of oxygen (Adapted from [@B206]). **(B)** Cluster map showing the large heterogeneity of carbon forms within a soil micro-assemblage from Nandi Forest (Kenya) determined by NEXAFS in combination with scanning transmission X-ray microscopy (STXM). The field of view is 5.4 μmm by 7.5 μm (adapted from [@B299]. Reprinted with permission). **(C)** Synchrotron-based μXRF maps of Cu in a calcareous soil vineyard soil from Burgundy (France). The large map on top (2 by 4 cm) was obtained with a 0.3-mm spot size, the small map at the bottom (1.5 by 1 mm) with a 20-μm spot size. The color, from blue to red, is correlated with the Cu concentration (Adapted from [@B240]. Reprinted with permission). **(D)** NanoSIMS map of ^18^O in a soil aggregate (top) and C and N map of the same aggregate obtained by STXM (bottom). NEXAFS spectra were obtained in the three circled regions, whereas in the gray zones the sample was too thick to get NEXAFS spectra or was free of OM (Reprinted with permission from [@B435]. Copyright \[2012\] American Chemical Society).](fmicb-09-01929-g006){#F6}

The fact that several of these techniques involve synchrotron X-ray beams, which are generally in extremely high demand, may explain why until now, their use has resulted in extremely few actual property maps of soil surfaces larger than microaggregates. Normally, experimentalists get "beam time" of 48--72 h at the most, during which it may be difficult to do a full scan of a thin section, for example. Due to the growing number of available instruments (soon to reach 50 worldwide), the situation for the use of NanoSIMS is improving, but access to all of them is highly coveted by researchers in many fields and only a hand full of laboratories routinely analyze soils. Fortunately, things might be getting better relatively soon in terms of NEXAFS since various groups of researchers ([@B394]; [@B355]; [@B282]) have recently developed laser-based, benchtop-scale NEXAFS instruments, one of which is now commercially available. The results obtained to date, including on soil clays and OM, are very promising ([@B187]; [@B470]).

As exciting as the use of these various spectroscopic types of equipment might be, they afford measurements only of the concentration of various elements or their speciation, but not at all of the physico-chemical conditions in which specific (bio)chemical species are located. In particular, one would absolutely need information about the pH or redox potential locally in a porous medium, among other "thermodynamic" variables, to have a full picture of what is going on. Unfortunately, once a block of soil has been impregnated with resin and has cured, none of these variables is accessible any more. If somehow, one could cut through a soil, and obtain a relatively flat surface in the process, without having to solidify the soil and denature it in any way, it would be possible to obtain information on pH and redox potential through the application of microelectrodes, microsensor probes or planar optodes ([@B385]; [@B451]; [@B259]; [@B571]). Other gel-based approaches such as diffusive gradients in thin films (DGT, [@B456]) could be used to obtain 2D maps of the distribution of labile chemical species. Zymography is a methodology similar to "optodes" in that a planar membrane is brought to contact with exposed soil to measure the activity of various enzymes ([@B488]; [@B433]). The development of new sensors is a very active field, offering perhaps interesting opportunities for microscale soil characterization in a few years.

Transitioning From 2D to 3D
---------------------------

Since many 2D measurements can be carried out on cuts through soil samples, it is feasible under certain circumstances to produce from them a 3D image of the soil (bio)chemical characteristics. As with anything one does, it is useful to inquire whether this step is absolutely required. If methods were readily available to provide us with 3D images of the (bio)chemical composition of soils, we would not necessarily ask the question of why we need 3D images in the first place, but since the best we can get experimentally is 2D images of cuts through soils, it is worthwhile asking ourselves whether we really need to go through the added effort of the transition to 3D. Some researchers may be interested mostly in the relative distribution of chemical elements with respect to the pore system, to evaluate local gradients and accessibility of substrate for soil biota. They may consider that information in this respect can be obtained by single 2D slices of chemical maps that are projected on the 3D pore structure. From this standpoint, serial sectioning and interpolation are not necessary. A different perspective on the question, held for example by [@B208], [@B206]) is that, just like the degree of connectivity or tortuosity of the pore space in 2-dimensional cuts through a soil are generally different than in 3-dimensions, the spatial characteristics of the chemical make-up of soils, the distribution and local concentration gradients of targeted (bio)chemical compounds, also need to be estimated in 3D if one is to understand their influence on microbial processes. Experience will show in the future which one of these two perspectives is most conducive to progress.

Nevertheless, to obtain 3D information on (bio)chemical properties, the process of interpolation between 2D maps is complicated by the fact that cutting through soils is not as straightforward as it may seem. In mineral soils, the frequent presence of dense constituents reduces the range of techniques that can be used to cut or scrape away successive layers with minimal disturbance. Particularly when operating microtomes, the presence of constituents with markedly different densities often causes blades to deviate from their set course, so that eventually the exposed surfaces are not perfectly flat. Because of that, the correspondence of 2-D chemical or microbiological maps with the physical information obtained via computed tomography is likely to be poor, unless artifacts generated during soil cutting are accounted for.

Therefore, the first step in any attempt to simultaneously evaluate in 3D the physical, chemical, and biological characteristics of soil samples is to find a way to correct for any distortion that may occur when cutting or grinding down soil samples to successively expose surfaces on which 2-D chemical mapping is carried out, and to geo-reference these 2-D maps within the geometry of the soil solid phase, determined via X-ray computed tomography. A practical, automated procedure to accomplish these tasks has been developed by [@B208]. This procedure, depicted in **Figure [7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}**, involves three successive steps, namely the reconstitution of the physical structure of a given soil layer surface, the alignment of the chemical maps with the reconstituted soil surface image, and finally the 3D alignment of the 2D chemical maps with the internal structure of the soil cube. Once this alignment is carried out satisfactorily, one can proceed to a statistical interpolation between successive geo-referenced 2D planes. [@B206] suggested that, for this interpolation, the 3D information produced via X-ray CT could be used as a guide. They proposed a method based on a regression tree method and ordinary kriging applied to residuals, and used it to predict the 3D spatial distribution of carbon, silicon, iron, and oxygen at the microscale. The spatial correlation between the X-ray grayscale intensities and the chemical maps made it possible to use a regression-tree model as an initial step to predict the 3D chemical composition. For chemical elements, e.g., iron, that have high attenuation and are sparsely distributed in a soil sample, the regression-tree model provides a good prediction, explaining as much as 90% of the variability in some of the data. However, for chemical elements with lower attenuation coefficients that are more homogenously distributed, such as carbon, silicon, or oxygen, the additional kriging of the regression tree residuals improved significantly the prediction with an increase in the *R*^2^ value from 0.221 to 0.324 for carbon, 0.312 to 0.423 for silicon, and 0.218 to 0.374 for oxygen, respectively. In principle, this method could be used for any (bio)chemical parameter that can be mapped on 2D cuts.

![Schematic diagram of the successive steps in the 2D--3D interpolation method proposed by [@B208], [@B206]). **(1)** Illustration of a typical method to isolate a layer from a soil cube, with a microtome blade. The cut may be at angles α and β, respectively, with the *x*--*y* plane in the *x* and *y* directions, respectively, resulting in layer surfaces that are not strictly parallel to each other, **(2)** rotation of the chemical analysis plane within the 3D CT image, **(3)** Reconstituted CT image of the soil surface. The dotted lines correspond to the limits of the different masks applied to the successive layers during the zonation process, **(4)** Spatial distribution, measured with SEM--EDX, of silicon in the top and bottom soil surfaces of an individual slice through the soil sample, **(5)** schematic representation of the interpolation layers and the corresponding sampling grids for the selection of the interpolation points, **(6)** 3D prediction of the silicon distribution in soil sample.](fmicb-09-01929-g007){#F7}

Dynamical Picture
-----------------

Given the need to be able to work with 2D cuts through soils, e.g., by impregnating soils with resin and cutting through the resulting blocks in one way or another, to carry out measurements of (bio)chemical characteristics, it should come as no surprise that dynamical measurements *at the microscale* have been so far, and may remain for some time, impossible to achieve ([@B65]). Of course, dynamical measurements of properties as they emerge at the macroscopic scale can be achieved relatively easily, for example breakthrough curves in column experiments serving as evidence of chemical transport. To some extent and for specific purposes, such macroscopic properties may suffice, but experience has shown time and again that in an of themselves, these macroscopic observations are not adequate to assess the soundness of microscale models of (bio)chemical dynamics.

Much of the energy, nutrient and information (signal molecules) flows in soil occur in aqueous phase. A broad range of organic and inorganic molecular forms are released into solution, taken up and metabolized, transformed by enzymes or immobilized on surfaces continuously. These constitute the most dynamic portion of the microbial environment. Although much research has been carried out on the soluble OM of soil (e.g., [@B445]; [@B301]), the scale at which the measurements have been made is inappropriate for understanding how the flows of energy, nutrients and information vary throughout the soil pore network; only an average value is obtained. Furthermore, extraction methods tend to introduce biases related to the choice of extractant and the disruption of the physical architecture of soil may release molecules not previously in solution ([@B236]). The use of miniaturized sampling devices (millimeter scale) such as microdialysis probes or micro-suction-cups offer the possibility of detecting gradients in the soil solution at scales that are getting closer to those relevant to microbial communities ([@B236]; [@B366]), particularly in the rhizosphere where gradients are stronger. With microdialysis the soil solution is sampled by passive diffusion and is therefore likely to better reflect the soluble environment perceived by microbial communities. Recent research has shown that there are significant differences in the size and composition of soluble organic and inorganic N pools measured by microdialysis and those measured by the traditional extraction methods ([@B236]). The small size of the probes makes it possible to locate them precisely in soil samples using micro-CT imaging and to map diffusive fluxes in real time ([@B75]).

Numerical Modeling
------------------

Over the last decade, a very significant amount of work has been devoted by geochemists and environmental engineers to the development of computer models able to describe the fate of a number of chemical species of interest in porous and fractured media ([@B508]; [@B534]; [@B494]; [@B605]). These models typically combine a transport component with a chemical speciation algorithm. Chemical transport is described using a variety of approaches, including the Lattice-Boltzmann method, smooth particle hydrodynamics ([@B508]), hybrid Lattice-Boltzmann-direct numerical simulation (DNS) ([@B606]), and pore network models ([@B304]). In terms of the chemical reactions that the speciation algorithms describe, as [@B234] accurately point out, many models focus on chemical reactions occurring in solution, with only a few models dealing with reactions controlled by the reactivity of the surfaces, like the dissolution of mineral phases. This bias makes sense for the type of systems researchers have been trying to describe, namely aquifer materials, calcareous formations, sandstones, or simply laboratory set-ups filled with glass beads. In that general context, one of the key predictions of these models has been that under a wide range of situations, macroscopic-scale descriptions with "effective" (i.e., volume-averaged) parameters do not account adequately for model predictions when non-linear reactive transport processes are associated with highly localized chemical reactions and incomplete mixing within the porous medium ([@B305],[@B306],[@B307]; [@B28]; [@B494]).

The different features of current microscale geochemical models of reactive transport probably explain to a large extent why none of them has been used so far to describe soil processes at the microscale. Given the extremely high specific surface area, and the significant surface reactivity of many soils, in addition to the fact that the reactions that take place in soils are complicated by the presence of very heterogeneous OM, the speciation portion of typical microscale geochemical models would have to be entirely overhauled before it could be applied to soils. Nobody, as far as we are aware, seems to have launched into this work yet. In addition, even if someone had done that work, model predictions could not at the moment be compared with actual microscale measurements at this stage, as discussed in detail in the previous two subsections.

Visual Summary of the Status of the (Bio)chemical Front
-------------------------------------------------------

If we try to summarize graphically the state-of-the-art of the (bio)chemical characterization and modeling of soils at the microscale, it is clear that work in this area is far less advanced than on the physical front (**Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}**). Measurements of static features or of the dynamics of (bio)chemical species are still very limited. Some of this scarcity of data can, however, be addressed. There is indeed a great potential to generate many static, 2D data, using a wide array of experimental methods, and to extrapolate them to three dimensions. Modeling frameworks are available to describe the transport of reactive chemical species in porous or fractured media, but they would need to be modified substantially before they could be applied to soils, and that significant effort has not taken place yet.

The Microbiological Scene
=========================

3D Microscale Distribution of Microorganisms: Absence of Direct Data
--------------------------------------------------------------------

To complement the 3D data related to the geometry and topology of soil pores, as well as 3D data about the (bio)chemical properties of soils, generated by interpolation among 2D pictures, it would be ideal if detailed 3D information could be obtained about the distribution of microorganisms in soils. Such information can be readily obtained in the case of wood, at least for fungi ([@B535]). But unfortunately, for exactly the same reasons that hinder the direct 3D determination of the distribution of OM in soils, it has proven impossible so far to quantify the spatial heterogeneity of the distribution of microorganisms *in actual soils*.

When direct 3D measurements of biomass distribution in porous media have been obtained, it has so far always been under conditions that bear little similarity to real soils. [@B316] describe the development of a culture system and staining protocol they have used to obtain 3D quantitative data of filamentous and zoosporic soil fungi in an artificial matrix that was "developed to simulate the particulate nature of soil." This artificial matrix consists of 500--900 μm diameter X-ray translucent polystyrene beads, which might be morphologically similar, to some extent, to coarse sand particles, but would likely have very different surface and hydration properties than typically highly heterogeneous soils. In many ways, the same comment pertains to the use of nuclear resonance imaging to detect "biofilms" in systems composed of polystyrene beads ([@B559]). [@B455] pioneered the use of a very promising low-field magnetic resonance system to visualize the 3D distribution of biofilms in glass beads and sand particles, whereas a number of other authors used X-ray tomography to assess the distribution of biofilms in systems of glass beads ([@B124]; [@B235]; [@B393]) or 2.5 mm-diameter Nafion pellets ([@B85]). In all these cases, the properties and geometry of the systems investigated are drastically different from those of actual soils, which are generally characterized by a spatially dispersed- rather than concentrated biomass, and it is not clear at all at this stage how the transition from artificial media to actual soils will be made.

Since *direct* methods are lacking to quantify the 3D microscale distribution of bacteria in whole soil samples in one go, a number of authors have developed sampling techniques to obtain 3D information in other ways. [@B130] developed such a technique and tested it in repacked soil columns. Their approach consists of a number of steps. The soil is first micro-sampled within several small subunit volumes of roughly the same volume (minimum sample side: length of 50 μm) within the columns, and these microsamples are subsequently tested for the presence or absence of targeted microorganisms, which in the original study were two bacterial strains but could equally easily have been archaea or fungi. A subsequent statistical analysis involves a comparison of experimental sampling data with data expected from limited sampling of numerous theoretical spatial distributions. Since the exact spatial location of the microsamples was not determined by [@B130], they could identify only which *statistical* distributions of patches occupied by bacteria were possible within their sample. However, now that with CT, it might be possible to geolocalize small subsamples within soil columns, a similar approach could now be used to determine spatial distributions of various microorganisms as well, albeit at a relatively low resolution. An implementation of this approach is reported by [@B279]. In that work, ≈5 mm-sized soil fragments (referred to as macro-aggregates) were subjected to CT scanning, which provided information on pore architecture. Scanning was followed by cutting the macro-aggregates into geolocalized subsections, that is, the position of each subsection on the CT images was determined. Then, microbial community analyses of each geolocalized subsection via 16S rRNA pyrosequencing was conducted, enabling exploration of associations between presence of certain groups of microorganisms and abundances of soil pores of different sizes.

Scarce Data on 2D Microscale Distribution of Microorganisms
-----------------------------------------------------------

Given the technical difficulties associated with 3D measurements, it is natural that researchers attempted to find out what information could be obtained from 2D cuts through soils. [@B6], [@B7]) were apparently the first to suggest that thin sections of resin impregnated soil samples could be useful to observe algae, fungal hyphae, and bacteria, using either light or phase-contrast microscopy. They indicated that staining the soil before impregnation enhances the detection of hyaline mycelia and bacteria. Nevertheless, as soon as transmission and scanning electron microscope became available, microbiologists turned to the machines to obtain information about soil microorganisms. Consistently, they confirmed [@B102] observations. Bacteria, often coated by clay platelets, were generally present, not as "biofilms," but as small colonies of a few cells, with many bacterial cells being dispersed in the rest of the soil as individual cells ([@B170]). As enlightening as these and other similar observations have been and still are^[5](#fn05){ref-type="fn"}^, a drawback with TEM and SEM is the fact that at least until recently they could provide only *qualitative* information. To obtain *quantitative* data about the distribution of microorganisms, researchers found it necessary to return to staining cells in thin sections that could be georeferenced easily and viewed in their entirety (e.g., [@B250]; [@B580]; [@B362], [@B364], [@B365]; [@B311], [@B312]). Aside from non-specific stains like calcofluor white M2R applied before impregnation ([@B408]), or basic fuchsin and methylene blue applied after impregnation ([@B519]), researchers also have been interested in selective staining techniques of specific cells, e.g., using fluorescence-conjugated antibody techniques ([@B408]), to observe the distribution of bacteria and fungal hyphae in soils. In some cases, problem arose because of the crystallization of the stains when in contact with soils ([@B209], [@B210]). Nevertheless, after these slight technical issues got resolved, images of soil thin sections obtained with these various staining techniques showed clearly that for fungal hyphae, given their size, it is relatively straightforward to identify them (**Figure [8A](#F8){ref-type="fig"}**). But for bacteria and archaea, as clearly indicated in **Figure [8B](#F8){ref-type="fig"}**, a tremendous amount of skill (or faith, or both) is required to be able to identify a cell conclusively. Experience shows that part of the problem is related to the difficulty, with traditional light microscopes to focus precisely on a specific depth. It is possible, but tricky, to focus on the top surface of a thin section, hoping that one would then have a sharp image of the first 1 or 2 μm at the surface ([@B362]). An easier solution consists of using a confocal laser microscope (e.g., [@B79]; [@B132]; [@B312]), which can produce sharp 2D images at selected shallow depths within a soil thin section. With special software, 3D images can be reconstructed from a set of z-dependent 2D images. In principle, an extension of [@B206] statistical interpolation technique, described earlier, should make it possible to assemble these very thin 3D images into a full 3D picture of microbial microscale distribution in soil columns.

![Examples of experimentally determined microbial distribution in soils: **(A)** microscopic image of hyphae of the fungus *Rhizoctonia solani* growing in the pore space of a sandy loam. Scale bar 20 μm ([@B209]. Reproduced with permission of the British Mycological Society). **(B)** Micrograph of *ethidium* bromide-stained thin sections of a silt loam soil after inoculation by *Escherichia coli*. Image obtained using an epifluorescence microscope with blue excitation (Modified from [@B312]. Reprinted with permission). **(C)** CARD-FISH stained *Bacillus subtilis* cells in soil filter sections under double excitation filter 643 (465--505 and 564--892 nm) (Modified from [@B252]).](fmicb-09-01929-g008){#F8}

A more difficult problem to resolve with traditional stains is related to their non-specific binding to OM or other soil constituents. As a result, many microbial cells may be undetectable against a very bright background of fluorescing soil constituents (**Figure [8B](#F8){ref-type="fig"}**). Luckily, that stumbling block too has found a solution in recent years, with the development of very reliable fluorescence *in situ* hybridization (FISH) techniques, which use fluorescent-labeled oligonucleotide probes ([@B402]; [@B338]; [@B312]; [@B155]). [@B156] have shown that when FISH is combined with tyramide signal amplification, in what is referred to as Catalyzed reporter deposition (CARD)-FISH, one typically obtains higher signal intensity and reduced interference of the background fluorescence of the soil. This methodology, or variants of it, have been used by a few researchers in the past decade to assess the distribution of bacteria in soils ([@B465],[@B466], [@B467]; [@B464]). The combination of CARD-FISH, or one of its variants, with confocal laser microscopy, affords a very powerful tool to visualize and quantify the distribution of microorganisms in soils, with a satisfactory depth-resolution.

The (few) measurements that have been carried out in thin sections have shed some light on the spatial pattern of microbial distribution in soils, but many questions remain. Based on the analysis of 744 images of observed bacterial distributions in soil thin sections taken at different depths, [@B430] found that the distance between neighboring bacterial cells was, on average 12.46 μm and that these inter-cell distances were shorter near the soil surface (10.38 μm) than at depth (\>18 μm), due to changes in cell densities. These authors' analyses suggest that despite the very high number of cells and species in soil, bacteria only interact with a few other individuals. For example, at bacterial densities commonly found in bulk soil (10^8^ cells per gram of soil), the number of neighbors a single bacterium has within an interaction distance of ca. 20 μm is relatively limited (120 cells on average). This analysis is based on calculations of Euclidean distances, which as [@B430] acknowledge do not take into account the presence of solids, nor the tortuosity of the pore space.

A slightly different perspective on the distribution of bacteria is obtained when one proceeds to a simple back-of the-envelope calculation focused on the surfaces of soil pores, which may indicate somewhat better than Euclidean distances the degree of separation among bacterial cells. The specific surface area of soils varies between a low of 0.1 m^2^ per gram, for coarse sand, to a high of 800 m^2^ for a smectite clay, with most soils falling in between these extremes ([@B388]). In a soil with a relatively low specific surface area of 10 m^2^ per gram, a population of 10^8^ bacteria, each having on average a 1 μm^2^ cross section, would occupy a mere 0.0001 m^2^ per gram of soil, i.e., about 1/100,000th of the specific surface area. Even if one assumes bacterial cells to be much bigger, with a longitudinal cross-sectional area of 4 μm^2^, they would still cover only 1/25,000th of the specific surface. In other words, in either case, it is as if on the surface of soil solids, each cell would sit in the middle of an exclusion zone with an average radius of 178 μm. These numbers, in line with earlier estimates ([@B409]; [@B199]; [@B608]; [@B367]; [@B561]; [@B286]) suggest a very lonely existence indeed, but of course, they are very crude estimates at best, ignoring any tendency cells may have to aggregate. Nevertheless, as more micrographs like that of **Figure [8C](#F8){ref-type="fig"}** become available in the coming years, and are combined with detailed information about the geometry of the pore space, it will become possible to refine our understanding of the patterns of spatial distribution not only of bacterial cells, but also of archaea, fungi, and bacteriophages.

Background: Dominant Paradigm and Slow Shift to a New One
---------------------------------------------------------

The relatively low number of articles dealing with the distribution of microorganisms in soils may surprise, especially given the tools that have been at our disposal for at least a decade (CARD-FISH) or even two (confocal laser microscopes). To understand why that has been the case, and especially to try to change this unfortunate state of affairs, it is useful to describe briefly in what context this work has been carried out. This background is of course familiar to soil microbiologists, but researchers in other disciplines may not necessarily be aware of it.

In the mid-1960s, contrary to the views that had prevailed earlier, a number of researchers, seeking to make their life easier, decided to start viewing the soil microbial biomass as a blackbox, which meant ignoring entirely both the diversity of microorganisms present in soils and their relation to their immediate physico-chemical environment ([@B44]). This approach became dominant for a few years, but in the 1980s and 1990s, a slew of molecular methods were developed to characterize DNA or RNA extracted from soils ([@B331]; [@B341]). Microbiologists in growing numbers jumped on these methods enthusiastically, with the hope that they would give them the opportunity to get information about the diversity of soil microorganisms, i.e., would allow them access inside the blackbox of soil biomass, but still with the convenience of not having to worry about where exactly microorganisms are located. Indeed, in what became known as "metagenomic" and, more recently, "high throughput sequencing" methods, all that was needed to carry out the analysis of a given soil was to extract its microbial DNA or RNA. Indeed, virtually all researchers adopting this approach have entirely ignored the geometry of the pore space in soils or the characteristics of microenvironments (e.g., [@B356]). Even the so-called "high-resolution" metagenomics ([@B254]) ignores the physico-chemical environment of microorganisms. The claim was also made initially, at least by some, that metagenomic methods would enable researchers to avoid having to culture microorganisms in the laboratory, a process that for an estimated 98% of soil microbes, had proven impossible until then ([@B558]).

In terms of actual benefits of work carried out along those lines, one should mention the fact that knowledge of the diversity of nucleic acids present in soils paved the way for the design of oligonucleotide probes used in FISH. In itself, this is an important outcome, but in most other ways, experience over the years has demonstrated that many if not all of the initial claims made by proponents of metagenomics were unrealistically optimistic. Scores of researchers have shown that the extraction of DNA or RNA from soils in many cases manages to get at only a fraction of the total amount present ([@B511]; [@B267]; [@B140]; [@B564]), that some of this DNA or RNA material is associated with dead or dormant cells, or is extracellular ([@B83]), and finally, that the information yielded by DNA or RNA analysis provides a picture of the genetic potential of microorganisms in a soil, not at all of what microorganisms actually do ([@B419]; [@B67]). Furthermore, it has become obvious that, far from alleviating the need to culture microorganisms, the metagenomic approach has increased the urgency of finding ways to identify and characterize vastly more organisms than is the case at the moment ([@B371]; [@B37],[@B38]; [@B397]; [@B420]; [@B414]). In spite of all these false hopes, limitations, and biases ([@B322]; [@B418]), it is fair to say that, at the moment, bulk "meta"-something-"omics" approaches (metagenomics, metatranscriptomics, metaproteomics, metabolomics) capture virtually all the funding dedicated to soil microbial diversity, and their use seems to be crucial to insure microbiologists' career advancement. Year after year, articles praising the merits of metagenomics to uncover the secrets of soils (e.g., [@B537]; [@B558]; [@B133]; [@B166]; [@B406]) still make headlines^[6](#fn06){ref-type="fn"}^ and attract record numbers of citations.

But things may be changing. Roughly 12 years ago, partly in response to the inability of metagenomics to link functions to species and also because information needed to make sense of metagenomics data is lacking for a multitude of still uncultured microorganisms ([@B504]; [@B473]), researchers started investigating ways to isolate and sequence the DNA and RNAs of individual cells. A number of articles (e.g., [@B568]; [@B291], [@B292]; [@B378]; [@B497], [@B498]; [@B604]; [@B64]; [@B595]) have recently retraced some of the key breakthroughs that have enabled what could probably be viewed as a fundamental revolution, in particular in the application of molecular biology techniques to environmental systems ([@B238]). The onset of that revolution is generally considered to be [@B427] proof-of-principle demonstration that it is possible to use the multiple displacement amplification (MDA) reaction to amplify genomic DNA from a single bacterium several billion fold, with a recovery of about 30% of the genome in the process. [@B330], [@B405], and [@B287] applied MDA to environmental cells and established the feasibility of single-cell genome sequencing from uncultivated targets. [@B596] showed that it is possible to produce a completely closed genome from an individual cell. Progress has been very rapid since (**Supplementary Figure [S1](#SM1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}**), including in RNA sequencing (e.g., [@B379]; [@B506]), single-cell transcriptomics (e.g., [@B255]), and single-cell metabolomics (e.g., [@B215]).

All these single-cell techniques offer tremendous potential for the study of soil microorganisms as various researchers have already pointed out (e.g., [@B237]; [@B385]), provided two key challenges can be overcome. The first is related to the fact that FISH, the technique that seems most promising at the moment to locate bacteria and archaea in 2D cuts through soils, has been documented to interfere with single-cell genome recovery ([@B595]). This problem may be partly avoided by complementing FISH with other methods to detect and characterize microorganisms, like Raman spectroscopy (see below). The second challenge is related to isolating individual cells from their microenvironments in soils. In the past, various researchers have used micromanipulators of different types over the years, to extract hyphae fragments from soils ([@B481]) or to sample bacteria on soil surfaces ([@B135]). [@B20] and [@B360] adopted a micromanipulator originally developed by [@B174], [@B175]) and [@B239], and consisting of a microcapillary (with an outside tip diameter of 60--100 μm), to extract individual, artificially elongated bacteria from a rice paddy soil sample, and subsequently proceed to 16S rRNA gene analysis. More recently, [@B440] have used a laser printing technique, called BioLP, to isolate viable microorganisms from a thin layer of soil spread over a titanium-coated quartz plate. For both the micromanipulator and laser printing technologies, the technological challenge at this point is to design a sampling method that would have a far smaller footprint than is currently achievable, to make it possible to zero in on a single cell or a very small group of cells in a soil microhabitat. Since intracellular capillary microsensors with tip diameters less than 1 μm have been used by microbiologists for at least 60 years ([@B143]) and the technology of "optical tweezers" has evolved tremendously in the last 2 decades (e.g., [@B176]; [@B582]), it may not be foolish to imagine that we could come up with a way to extract single bacterial cells from soils in a very efficient manner in the not too distant future.

An argument that could be put forth to downplay the interest of this type of single-cell analysis is that such a detailed description of microbial communities is an unnecessary luxury for understanding a large number of microbial functions in soil. It is widely accepted that microbial communities are characterized by a functional redundancy with respect to a range of functions, such as organic C mineralization (e.g., [@B576], [@B577]; [@B9]), meaning that the loss of a large number of species does not have a significant effect on functions of interest. Where functional redundancy is apparent, it is possible that viewing microbial communities in soil as a distribution of active sites rather than a distribution of species might suffice. Further research is needed to determine under what conditions information about individual microbial cells is crucial and when it is superfluous.

Dynamical Picture: Are Micromodels a Way Forward?
-------------------------------------------------

Given the need to impregnate soils with resin and to cut through the resulting block in one way or another to obtain information about the distribution of microorganisms and the (bio)chemical features of the microenvironments where they reside, it is clear that it is not possible at this stage to monitor in real time, at the microscale, the dynamics of microbial processes in actual soils. And, to be realistic in our expectations, for bacteria, archaea, and definitely viruses, it may be that we shall never be able to monitor their activity directly in soils.

We might be able, however, to observe the dynamics of these organisms or viruses in 2-dimensional, manufactured soil-like structures, generally referred to as micromodels or "microfluidic" devices. The development of these micromodels has been the object of significant research over the last 20 years ([@B256]; [@B491], [@B490]; [@B492]; [@B5]). Early generations of micromodels, still in use to some extent (e.g., [@B147]; [@B499]; [@B290]; [@B109]; [@B70]) had idealized geometric properties, being basically two-dimensional networks of straight cylindrical segments, etched in glass or plexiglass. But as technology matured, second- and third-generation structures have become progressively closer to what one would find in a typical fine- to medium sandy soil. Of course, the material these micromodels are made of, often polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS), does not have the same surface properties as sand or silt particles. For some microbial processes this may be an issue, and it makes it impossible to reproduce surface chemical properties of soils, but at least the geometry of the pore space is realistic. With such a soil-like micromodel, [@B134] have been able to observe the effect of extracellular polymeric substances (EPS), released by bacteria, on the drying kinetics of the pore space, whereas [@B450] have used it to demonstrate the effect a protist, the ciliate *Colpoda* sp., can have on the transport of nanoparticles through soils.

The use of micromodels opens up a number of very interesting avenues for further research, which may provide useful insight. For example, micromodels would seem to be ideal systems to instrument with optodes ([@B385]; [@B451]), in order to access some of the physico-chemical parameters (pH, redox potential) that at the moment we cannot measure in soils at the microscale. The use of micromodels might also allow us to better understand how the moisture content of soils influences the activity of bacteria, archaea, and fungi. There is macroscopic evidence that these organisms react very differently to high or low moisture contents (e.g., [@B374]; [@B373]; [@B253]; [@B46]), as do their predators, which we should not forget ([@B495]), and it would be very useful to obtain direct evidence of this at the pore scale.

However, it is likely that for micromodels to give us valuable insight about actual soils, at least two significant challenges will have to be addressed and resolved. The first concerns the connectivity of the pore space. In nature, microorganisms evolve in a 3-dimensional space, which is significantly more connected than is achievable in 2D (e.g., discussion in [@B208]). It will therefore be crucial to find a way to relate 2D observation made in micromodels with the more complex situation found in soils. The second challenge is related to what was referred to as "sub-resolution" pores in CT images. The issue, still very much an object of debate, is whether these pores are important to understand microbial activities in soils, and therefore whether they should be present in micromodels. A body of literature, published over the last few decades, argues that pores in the 30 to 150 μm size range are particularly crucial to understand microbial activity (e.g., [@B277]). Specifically, pores of this size group were found to harbor greater abundance of a number of bacteria groups, such as copiotrophic actinobacteria, firmicutes, and proteobacteria ([@B279]) and presence of such pores was associated with greater microbial activity and greater OM decomposition ([@B262]; [@B96]; [@B502]; [@B448], [@B449]), in spite of a higher predation pressure in larger pores, compared to small ones (e.g., [@B597]). Recently, it was also found that dissolved OM contained within such pores is more labile, having less lignin and tannin-like compounds, than that in small (\<6 μm) pores ([@B24]; [@B477]). One perspective on these data is that pores of this size range offer better micro-environmental conditions, e.g., O~2~ and water supply, while providing enough space not only for individual organisms but for formation of microbial colonies, which then generate these sizeable experimentally detectable activities and changes in soil characteristics.

Based on this evidence, one would be temped to conclude that when constructing micromodels, one could safely ignore small pores, which would undoubtedly make everyone's life simpler. However, the much lower connectivity of the pore space that would result from that may prevent us from describing correctly some of the processes occurring in soils, both in terms of microbial movement and metabolism. To resist predation, it may be vital for bacteria and archaea to be able to find refuge in smaller pores in which amoebae and particularly ciliates are not able to penetrate. One expects motile bacterial and archaeal cells, sometimes as small as 0.3 μm in diameter or width in soils, to be able to move relatively easily in and out of 2--3 μm-wide pores filled with water. But, as the experiments of [@B328] with micro-fabricated channels show, some bacterial cells (of *Escherichia coli*, but not of *Bacillus subtilis*), can penetrate pores smaller than themselves. Although organisms constricted in narrow channels had no mobility and were squeezed, they could still penetrate the channel by growth and division ([@B203]). Perhaps more important still is the fact that, given their even smaller size, exoenzymes that bacteria and archaea, as well as fungal hyphae, release into the soil solution can move in and out of tiny pores. Likewise, solutes present in the soil solution can diffuse in and out of the smaller pores, including the very narrow 1.8 nm-wide spaces between clay particles ([@B144], [@B145]). In particular, dissolved components of the OM that is located, and possibly to some extent is physically protected, in small pores can also diffuse out into wider pores, where they can be taken up by microorganisms or be transported with the percolating water. Results obtained by [@B342] using a microfluidic device also suggest that members of the *Geobacteraceae* family produce nanowires that are able to penetrate in pore spaces too small for cell passage and, there, up to 15 μm away from cell bodies, reduce Mn(IV) and Fe(III) oxides via long-range extracellular electron transport. Finally, the (so far virtually ignored) bacteriophages swarming in the pore space of soils in huge numbers ([@B19]), with sizes sometimes as small as a few tens of nanometers, are likely to diffuse through tiny pores as well, and it may turn out that to understand the dynamics of phages in soils, a topic of increasing interest at the moment, it will be necessary to deal with sub-resolution pores in one way or another.

For all these reasons, inclusion of sub-micron pores in micromodels is a technological challenge that may need to be met if we want to use micromodels to gain knowledge about a range of soil processes, but in the meantime, a number of interesting processes, which are not or are only marginally influenced by sub-resolution pores, can still be studied with existing soil-like micromodels, such as the proliferation of fungal hyphae (as long as the release of exoenzymes is not the key mechanism by which fungi metabolize food sources), or the effect of bacterial activity on water or particle retention and movement in larger pores (e.g., [@B134]; [@B450]).

Modeling of Microbial Spread and Activity in Soil Pores
-------------------------------------------------------

Contrary to what has happened on the (bio)chemical scene, the least one can say is that the lack of experimental data about the spatial distribution and activity of microorganisms in soils has not discouraged at all a number of researchers from developing increasingly more sophisticated biokinetic models. On the contrary, work in this area, overwhelmingly carried out by soil physicists, mathematicians, and computer scientists, has been extensive over the last decade (e.g., [@B515]; [@B221]; [@B196], [@B197]; [@B569]; [@B184]; [@B152], [@B149], [@B150], [@B151]; [@B556]; [@B509],[@B510]; [@B589]; [@B551]; [@B557]). Some of this research has consisted at first of a relatively straightforward extension to the microscale of macroscopic modeling approaches originally developed for saturated porous media, with the biomass consisting exclusively of bacteria, attached to surfaces and growing in response to the influx of a substrate, according to Monod's equation in its simplest formulation (e.g., [@B583]; [@B34]; [@B321]; [@B544]). Over the years, in addition to being extended to the microscale in variably saturated porous media, the original biokinetic model has also been greatly improved (e.g., [@B231]). Description of bacterial growth has included an explicit account of endogenous metabolism. Bacteria have been allowed to move via chemotaxis, in response to substrate concentration gradients ([@B369]; [@B152]; [@B486]), and to become dormant ([@B197]; [@B438]; [@B247]), under a range of conditions. Instead of simply relying on population-level kinetic equations like Monod's, researchers have progressively turned to individual- or agent-based models, recognizing that locally in soils, the number of bacterial cells tends to be very small, and therefore the large-number assumption embodied in Monod's equation is no longer met ([@B217]). In all these respects, progress in the development of the models over the last decade has been very significant, although from a strictly bacteriological perspective, the models currently available still fail to include a number of processes that might be very significant in soils, like conjugation, quorum sensing, siderophore production, exopolymer and exoenzyme production, filamentous growth of some bacterial strains, or the release of antibiotics to compete with other bacteria or archea ([@B591]; [@B1]; [@B129]).

In parallel with this modeling effort related to bacteria, various researchers have endeavored to develop computer models to describe the 3-dimensional proliferation of fungi in various types of environments ([@B375]; [@B162], [@B163], [@B164], [@B161]; [@B71]; [@B243]; [@B376]; [@B275]; [@B276]; [@B225]; [@B87]; [@B128]). These models include a number of processes, which for soils might be very relevant, like biomass recycling and the release of exo-enzymes. In applications of some of these models to soils, thresholded CT images can be used to establish the boundaries of the geometric domain in which fungal growth occurs.

Since most soils simultaneously harbor bacteria, archaea, and fungi (among many other organisms), one would expect that the two families of models developed so far to describe specifically the activity of these organisms would have been combined at some stage. This would seem to make a lot of sense, especially as far as bacteria are concerned. One might argue that, under a number of circumstances (e.g., discrete POM serving as exclusive carbon source to fungi), the presence or not of bacteria in the pore space is in general pretty much irrelevant for the proliferation of fungal hyphae. Exceptions occur when bacteria have fungicidal activity ([@B491]), and influence the propagation of hyphae. But it is more common for fungi to exert an influence on the behavior and spread of bacteria. Over the last few years, evidence has accumulated that bacteria, "Hitchhikers on the fungal highway" as [@B572] put it, can hop on, or at least be passively carried by, fungal hyphae as they propagate through the pore space ([@B270]; [@B572]; [@B158]; [@B491]), with the consequence that mycelia may be having a very significant role in gene transfer in soils ([@B60]; [@B357]). Recent ToF- and NanoSIMS measurements carried out by [@B594] also demonstrate that fungal or fungal-like (oomycete) mycelia can reduce water and nutrient stresses experienced by bacteria in otherwise dry and nutrient-poor microhabitats. All these recent observations seem to run counter to previous research suggesting that the high biodiversity of bacterial populations in soils, as well as their community structure, could be accounted for by the low connectivity of the water-filled pore space (e.g., [@B517]; [@B168]; [@B529]; [@B86]; [@B149]).

Therefore, it would seem important for models describing the activity of microorganisms in soils to simultaneously involve bacteria, archaea, and fungi, and in particular describe the transport of bacterial or archaeal cells by fungal hyphae or the transfer of water and nutrients by mycelia in the pore space. Unfortunately, this is far easier said than done, because of the difference in scale at which these various groups of organisms operate. In order to describe the activity of fungi realistically, one needs to model a volume of soil in which typically very large numbers of bacterial or archaeal cells would be located, making the prediction of microbial activity extremely CPU intensive, especially when using individual-based models. Within the context of this type of model, there is a possibility to deal with groups of cells, or "super-individuals," as if they were single individuals, to save computing time (e.g., [@B458]) but the approach does not appear to have been used yet to describe bacterial or archeal populations in soils, and it remains to be seen whether it really makes sense.

This hurdle we need to resolve, somehow, about including both bacteria and fungi in the same simulations, raises a broader question of how many other similar hurdles we need to face. How much biodiversity needs to be included in models, in order to have meaningful insights into what is occurring in soils, and in order for the label of "microbial" used abusively in the title of many articles dealing only with bacteria (e.g., [@B370]; [@B149]), is really justified? In principle, there is no problem in developing models that involve only one type of microorganism, as long as the conclusions reached are restricted to the organism(s) involved, under the conditions assumed in the modeling, and are not considered generally applicable to soils, which contain a multitude of other organisms beside the targeted one(s) (this point is discussed in detail in [@B46]). Clearly, however, such limited models, from which crucial components are missing, are not likely at all to be very useful in the long run in the context of the program defined in **Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}**. To make real progress, we need a model that includes as many as possible of the organisms that are relevant to the goal that is being pursued. In general, bacteria, archaea, fungi probably all need to be included, but so do their predators (e.g., [@B131]; [@B443]), as well as bacterial and archaeal phages that are present in the soil in large numbers and are more and more suspected to have a very significant, yet still largely misunderstood, influence on microbial dynamics ([@B587]; [@B415]). Likewise, the too often ignored aspects of mesofaunal and macrofaunal activity in soils ([@B76]), which directly relate to the growth and metabolism of microorganisms, probably also ought to be accounted for, somehow. Depending on the specific questions we try to address, it may be that, in addition to microorganisms, phages and the mesofauna all need to be taken into account in our description of soils, in which case individual-based techniques might not be workable, or only some organisms need to be involved explicitly. Further research is needed to enlighten us in this respect.

As we navigate among all these additional components that may, or may not, need to be added to current microbial models to make them encompass more of the known biodiversity of soils, it soon becomes apparent that progress vitally requires being able to compare model predictions with actual measurements, which at this point, as was discussed in previous sections, are sadly lacking... Over the years, various soil scientists have reacted strongly, sometimes eloquently ([@B513]), sometimes caustically ([@B398]), against modeling efforts that are not systematically backed by sound experimental support. A well-known philosopher and writer, David Henry Thoreau, offered a long time ago a more positive take on a similar situation (in a different context), when he wrote: "If you have built castles in the air, your work need not be lost; that is where they should be. Now put the foundations under them." ([@B514]). Clearly, in the case of models of microbial activity in the hugely complicated environment that soils constitute for microorganisms, it seems essential to heed this advice, and to obtain relatively quickly the type of experimental data that would enable us to establish our modeling efforts on a much stronger foundation.

Visual Summary of the Status of the Microbiological Front
---------------------------------------------------------

In terms of measurements, the situation on the microbiological front is very similar to that found on the (bio)chemical one (**Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}**). Quantitative measurements of microbial distribution or dynamics are extremely limited and related only to a very small portion of the biodiversity found in soils. Unlike on the (bio)chemical front, however, efforts to model the activity of microorganisms in soils have been extensive, especially regarding bacteria, and have produced some interesting predictions. Nevertheless, this effort has so far been entirely focused on selected bacteria and just a few species of non-sporulating fungi, and in the absence of actual measurements, it is not clear at all how close to reality model predictions are.

Integration and Modeling of Multiple Scenarios
==============================================

The next step in the program of **Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}** consists of integrating disciplinary insights into a coherent integrated picture of microbial processes in soils. This integration should take place at both the static and dynamic experimental levels, and in terms of modeling, with the understanding that what is needed eventually, going into the next step, is a comprehensive, thoroughly tested microscale *model* of microbial activity. Right from the onset, one should expect this integration to pose significant challenges. Besides the usual institutional impediments to any kind of interdisciplinary research (see, e.g., [@B40], [@B42]; [@B50]), this integration is complicated by the fact that separate measurements that need to be made on the same soil samples often require heavy pieces of equipment that are not commonly found in a single location, causing logistic issues.

At the experimental level, one would expect that since data are still scanty on the (bio)chemical and microbiological scenes, very little integration would have taken place. And yet, encouragingly, some countries have set up a framework for efforts along these lines (e.g., [@B269]) and there have already been several attempts at integrating various types of experimental approaches. A case in point is the very interesting article by [@B429]. These authors attempt to determine how soil heterotrophic respiration (SHR) is related to the accessibility of OM to microbes in aggregates of a soil from the United Kingdom. They use a combination of synchrotron X-ray CT, osmium staining, and total organic carbon (TOC) content measurements to quantify the 3D distribution of OM, pore space, and mineral phases, and eventually find a weak correlation (*r* = 0,12) between SHR and a measure of accessibility of OM, which they define as the probability that a given voxel, "filled" with OM be adjacent to a pore voxel. More recently, [@B611] combine synchrotron-based 3D X-ray micro-computed tomography with scanning electron microscopy of 2D slices of two different soils, coupled with an energy --dispersive X-ray spectrometer (SEM-EDX) to establish the relation between pore architecture and cementing substances (iron oxide, carbon) in soil aggregates. In an even more recent article, [@B548] combine Nano-SIMS to FIB-SEM to gain information about the distribution of minerals and biomass in the vicinity of roots. They show in particular that bacteria near roots are surrounded by iron oxides, and that some microaggregates are intimately associated with the surface of fungal hyphae.

In terms of the integration of models, some limited work has been carried out as well. [@B164] focus on combining predictions of water retention in a soil, using a LB approach, with a model of the growth of fungal hyphae. Simulation results, based on X-ray CT images of three different soils, show that the water distribution in the soils is affected more by the pore size distribution than by the total porosity of the soils. The presence of water decreases the colonization efficiency of the fungi, as evinced by a decline in the magnitude of all fungal biomass functional measures, in all three samples. The architecture of the soils and water distribution have an effect on the general morphology of the hyphal network, with a "looped" configuration in one soil, due to growing around water droplets. These morphologic differences are satisfactorily discriminated by Minkowski functionals, applied to the fungal biomass.

Two other articles, also combining different models, demonstrate the large benefits that can be derived from the availability of models. Once an X-ray CT image of a soil have been obtained, one can artificially create all kinds of "what-if" scenarios, in which one can imagine that the OM or the microorganisms are distributed in the soil in a multitude of different manners, and one can determine the effect that these relative distributions have on some macroscopic outcome, like the amount of CO~2~ evolved from a given soil sample. Of course, such "what-if" scenarios do not alleviate the need to secure actual measurements, of microbial and OM distribution, as well as of any macroscopic outcome one is interested in, but the scenarios can definitely complement and expand the experimental data set in very advantageous ways, if only for the purposes of testing statistically various types of novel metrics of microscale heterogeneity (discussed later on). For example, [@B161] obtain strikingly different predictions of evolved CO~2~ and fungal biomass production in soils, depending on how an identical amount of POM is distributed spatially in the pore space (**Figure [9](#F9){ref-type="fig"}**). When POM is present in relatively large chunks (\>200 μm in diameter, in scenarios 1 and 4), results in terms of both CO~2~ evolution and biomass C produced show a large variability and in some cases a high level of production. On the contrary, when an identical amount of POM is more finely dispersed in the soil sample (scenarios 2 and 3), CO~2~ evolution and biomass C production both vanish. This result may surprise, but as discussed by [@B161], it is entirely consistent with the foraging pattern of fungi. In another article also published just a few years ago, [@B556] analyze numerically the role of meso- and macropore topology on the biodegradation of a soluble carbon substrate in variably saturated and pure diffusion conditions. The simulations involve the coupling of a LB model to describe the retention of water in the pore space, and a simplified compartmental biodegradation model that does not allow bacterial motility. Not unexpectedly, [@B556] show that under these conditions, the biodegradation of the solute is strongly dependent on the separation distance between bacteria and solute, and is influenced by the moisture content of the soil.

![Boxplot diagram of simulated CO~2~ production by fungi in soil samples with an identical Particulate Organic Matter (POM) content of 3%. The abscissa represents different scenarios with, respectively, (from left to right) 49.95, 51.06, 56.73, and 60.12% of POM accessible at pore-solid interfaces. Individual samples differ in the way POM is distributed in the pore space (Modified from [@B161]).](fmicb-09-01929-g009){#F9}

Visual Summary of Integration
-----------------------------

To summarize this inevitably quick overview of the work done so far on the integration of disciplinary perspectives on soils at the microscale (**Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}**), it seems fair to say that very little progress has been achieved, in large part because very few research projects have so far focused on integration. Such an integration is already largely feasible, for example by measuring in the same soil samples, both the characteristics of the pore space and the spatial heterogeneity of physico-chemical parameters, or either one of these parameters and the spatial distribution of microorganisms. And yet, at the time of the writing of this review article, very little integration at all has occurred at the experimental level. The tiny bit of work that has been carried out is encouraging, but a whole lot of research remains to be done. This is even more so in the case of upscaling, which remains a virtual *terra incognita*.

Upscaling, How?
===============

Representativeness of Observations and the Imperative of Upscaling
------------------------------------------------------------------

To achieve a high resolution when scanning soil samples, it is necessary to restrict the size of the samples. Typically, with table-top scanners, samples cannot have a volume larger than 100 cm^3^ to obtain micrometer resolution, and they have to be significantly less than that if one wants to reach the highest resolution (of about 0.3 μm) that is advertised by manufacturers. Meanwhile, the modeling of soil samples with lattice Boltzmann models is often limited at the moment to handling images of at most 500 × 500 × 500 voxels, which at a resolution of say, 20 μm, corresponds to a physical volume of only 1 cm^3^.

This small size of soil samples has occasionally raised questions in terms of the "representativeness" of measurements or simulations carried out with these samples (e.g., [@B10]; [@B106]; [@B177]; [@B421]). These questions stem from the concept of Representative Elementary Volume (REV), which has served over the last few decades as a conceptual foundation for much of the description of transport processes in soils ([@B171]; [@B553]; [@B218]; [@B528]; [@B119]; [@B319]; [@B105]; [@B194]). From that standpoint, soil samples scanned via X-ray CT or simulated via LB, which are of a much smaller size than the REV, would not be sufficiently representative, and one should therefore try to work with larger samples, be it physically, or virtually by aggregating together, mosaic-style, images obtained on a number of small juxtaposed samples. The difficulty with this approach is that in general one has no idea how big an REV is in any particular situation or whether an REV indeed exists ([@B32], [@B33]; [@B552]; [@B268]). One can try computationally to consider sequentially larger volumes of soil in CT images to ascertain that a given property, e.g., porosity or bulk density, tends to become constant as the volume grows, as was done by various authors ([@B31]; [@B552]). However, there is no guarantee that the REV associated with a particular soil property applies to any other parameter of interest, so that the volume-growing procedure has to be repeated in principle for every single parameter needed to fully describe soil dynamics. Therefore, what at first appears to be a sound physically based constraint on the size of soil samples turns out often not to be operationally meaningful, and the best one can do, as suggested by [@B32], is to carefully reference any observation that is made on a soil sample to the volume and shape of this sample.

Nevertheless, regardless of how one feels concerning the need to invoke the notion of REV, it is clear that observations made on cm^3^-sized soil samples are not directly relevant to answering the questions raised by soil management, all of which relate to significantly larger spatial scales. Even the root zone of individual crop plants at maturation often encompasses several m^3^ ([@B48]) and many societal concerns at the moment relate to the kilometric cells of typical climate and general circulation models used to predict global environmental change, or even to the much larger scales of watersheds and continents. Therefore, there is a definite need to upscale the observations made on small soil samples to the much larger scales at which answers are needed. In the words of [@B563], "a path for translating small-scale understanding into large-scale phenomenology is required." At the moment, no solution is available for this upscaling, which turns out to be an extremely challenging step, but different options have been suggested, some of which can be eliminated right off the bat.

Are Increasing Sample Sizes or Volume Averaging Feasible Options?
-----------------------------------------------------------------

One of the approaches that could be considered as an upscaling option consists of the process of mosaicking images obtained on small-sized soil samples, so as to obtain a virtual sample of much larger size. If this procedure results in soil samples of decimetric dimensions, one could be led to assume that the microscopic information and description relevant to the soil samples has been somehow "upscaled" to the macroscopic scale. However, even though the final sample considered may indeed be macroscopic in extent, the information one gets about it essentially remains microscopic in nature and does not necessarily provide the type of simplified description of reality that is sought in **Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}** and that corresponds to the notion of emergence.

Another option, which has been used by numerous authors over the last two decades, consists of averaging microscopic descriptions of porous media, over either a Representative Elementary Volume or an arbitrary volume (e.g., associated with a measuring instrument), in order to obtain macroscopic variables ([@B22]; [@B315],[@B314]; [@B192]; [@B533]; [@B592], [@B593]; [@B123]; [@B39]; [@B323]). [@B122] have shown that in terms of outcome, this approach is equivalent to another popular upscaling method involving homogenization through multiscale asymptotics (e.g., [@B444]). In the classical literature on scales in hydrology, both methods are closely associated with what is often referred to as "coarse-graining," in analogy to a common practice in image analysis ([@B266]). When applied to the type of soil processes we are interested in, the upshot of volume averaging, however, one looks at it, is a massive loss of information ([@B30]), which takes us several steps backward in our understanding of emerging microbial processes. Indeed, if in a given soil, we perform a simple volume averaging of the concentration of a carbon source and, separately, of the biomass density, and if in so doing we ignore all the microscopic-scale information about the relative distributions of both, we are back to a situation we used to be in, with macroscopic parameters that have no causal relationship any more, and do not allow us to describe emerging processes accurately. Even if, as envisaged, e.g., by [@B593] and [@B407], one goes beyond simple volume averaging, and somehow takes into account spatial fluctuations or variance within the volume in which averages are computed, leading to non-local integrodifferential equations, the results still miss some of the key ingredients that we recognize intuitively that an upscaled description of emerging microbial processes should have, in particular a quantification of the disconnect between microorganisms and their carbon/energy sources.

Deep Learning?
--------------

Occasionally, in discussions, the suggestion is made that the very popular "machine" or "deep" learning techniques ([@B296]; [@B586]) could perhaps provide a way to upscale microscale modeling of soils to the macroscopic scale ([@B547]). *Machine learning* explores the study and construction of algorithms that can learn from data and make data-driven predictions. Machine learning algorithms have started to be employed in soil science, in particular for pattern analysis and image classification to predict material classes in single channel X-ray CT images ([@B92]) and multi-channel nanoSIMS images ([@B496]; [@B469]). *Deep learning* is a class of machine learning algorithms that use a cascade of multiple layers of non-linear processing units for feature extraction and transformation; learn in supervised and/or unsupervised (e.g., pattern analysis) manners; learn multiple levels of representations that correspond to different levels of abstraction; and use some form of gradient descent for training via back-propagation.

The application of machine or deep learning techniques to soils might consist of feeding a computer with detailed information about a multitude of scenarios, like those depicted in **Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}**, as well as results of simulations carried out for each scenario with the integrated model. With this supply of "big data," deep learning algorithms would in principle search for patterns through all the simulations. Based on these patterns, it would then become feasible to predict the macroscopic behavior of a soil sample on the basis of microscopic data, without having to go through the likely time-consuming effort of re-running the integrated model. This type of outcome might conceivably be useful under specific circumstances, but it clearly does not correspond to what is expected of an upscaled model in **Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}**, namely the ability to predict the macroscopic behavior of soil samples *based on macroscopic data*. In other words, deep learning in itself does not automatically result in true upscaling. Nevertheless, deep learning algorithms might still be useful if somehow the patterns they identify in the data could (1) be revealed explicitly, (2) be related to specific macroscopic features of the soils, and (3) help in the development of appropriate macroscopic measurement techniques. At this point, further research is needed to determine whether any one of these different conditions can be met.

Disconnect Is the Key, but How Do We Measure It in Practice?
------------------------------------------------------------

The research carried out to date, and in particular some of the scenario modeling alluded to earlier, point to a "disconnect" between microorganisms and their carbon/energy sources as being one of the keys to a proper understanding of emergent microbial processes in soils. In principle, this disconnect could be quantified in a number of ways. The Euclidean distance between microorganisms and OM might be a logical candidate, but it does not suffice, since closeness does not guarantee that OM be accessible either directly to a microorganism or indirectly to its extracellular enzymes (see illustration in **Supplementary Figure [S2](#SM1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}**). To convey the degree of direct or indirect accessibility of OM to microorganisms, a possibility is to consider the length of the most direct path through the pore space that connects a given bacterial cell or segment of fungal hyphae to a blob of OM, if pore connectivity allows such a path to exist at all. This shortest path, generally referred to as the "geodesic" distance, can be computed easily for individual pairs of points, using a number of algorithms developed in graph theory. In principle, a statistical mean of all relevant geodesic distances can then be generated within a specific soil sample. Within a range of CT image resolutions (which influence the apparent connectivity of soils, and therefore the calculation of shortest paths), the mean geodesic distance may prove to have merit, in particular if its use to characterize soil samples in investigations on the effect of temperature and precipitation on carbon mineralization manages to reduce the unexplained experimental variability observed so far.

Unfortunately, the geodesic distance in itself does not provide a complete answer. One issue with it is the fact that it does not take into account the geometry of the pore space along the shortest path, with which it is associated. In practice, this geometry matters tremendously. If a given geodesic path such as the one in **Supplementary Figure [S2](#SM1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}** goes through a tiny constriction (which used to be referred to as a "pore neck") between two adjacent voids in a soil, not only might bacterial cells or fungal hyphae have great difficulties passing through it, but chemical species (dissolved OM, exoenzymes, byproducts of enzymatic reactions) diffusing randomly through the pore space might also have a reduced likelihood of crossing over. From this perspective, instead of computing the geodesic distance, it might make more sense to quantify the average length of the path taken by molecules diffusing through the pore space. Even though conceptually, the geodesic and diffusion distances are very different, computationally they are not as distinct. Indeed, in order to compute the geodesic distance, algorithms typically track the diffusion paths of large number of random walkers, from which they eventually retain the shortest path. Therefore, the computation of an average diffusion distance between two points does not take a lot more time than the estimation of the geodesic distance.

Computer simulations, using the models under development at the moment and with a wide range of scenarios, could help determine under what conditions metrics like the mean geodesic distance, the mean diffusion distance, or some refinement of them, could be useful. The challenge at that point, then, will be to find a way to relate the metric that eventually turns out to be most suitable, to actual macroscopic measurements that make sense operationally. This is clearly a formidable challenge, whose practical importance cannot be downplayed. The end result of the program of **Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}** absolutely cannot require extensive microbiological, chemical, and physical measurements at the microscopic scale. To be useful, the research needs to come up with simple measurement techniques, which can be used routinely, in a fully automated mode. It is far too early to have even a vague idea of what these routine measurements might be, but they need to remain front and center on our radar screen.

Where Are We, and What Are the Next Steps?
==========================================

One way to perceive the overall message conveyed by the visual assessment of **Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}** is that we are not very far along the way, and that a tremendous amount of work remains to be done. One could easily argue that this "half-empty glass" perspective is more than warranted. There is indeed a lot of work left, and a long way to go. From a more optimistic, "half-full glass" viewpoint, one could contend that, given the incredible complexity of soils and the fact that suitable technologies to deal with the various components of this complexity have been available for only a little over a decade, the progress achieved to date is remarkable.

Regardless of how one feels about the current state of affairs, it seems clear what the next steps in the research should be. The first step needs to address the clear imbalance that exists among the three core disciplines in the level of effort made to secure measurements in soils at the microscale. The current uneven level of knowledge, with some aspects of the research program that are far more advanced than others, if it is not alleviated in some way, is likely to dramatically hinder the credibility of any effort to make the basic disciplinary outlooks converge into a fully integrated microscopic model. At the moment, some integration of models has taken place, but one cannot actually assess how reliable the integrated descriptions are in practice, because in most situations, relevant microbiological observations are utterly lacking. Therefore, it seems fair to say that one of the key priorities of the research in this field will be to come up with the kind of microscale observations of the distribution and activity of microorganisms that are needed, whether that work be carried out by soil microbiologists or, as it has often happened in the last few decades, by non-microbiologists who have managed to gain the required expertise. When more precise information about the location and activity of microorganisms in soils becomes available, it will be useful to try to characterize as accurately as possible the physical and (bio)chemical nature of their microenvironments, and to determine how these microenvironments co-evolve with microorganisms over time.

A second step, which should be initiated now already, without waiting for the first step to be completed, consists of running multiple analyses on the same soil samples, in order to obtain an integrated view of the different parameters that control their functioning at the microscale. Some timid efforts have been made in this respect, but we have to shift to higher speed. In most cases, given the fact that the heavy equipment (e.g., scanners, NanoSIMS) used for some of these analyses are not located in the same institutions, this integration will require soil samples and possibly also researchers to travel from one institution to another. For some time, it has become well accepted that to run synchrotron-based analysis of soils (e.g., μXRF, XANES, or NEXAFS), one had to take soil samples to one of the handful of synchrotrons around the world. But now, this same attitude will have to be generalized to a much wider range of investigations, including microbiological analyses.

The next activity we should delve into at this point, much more forcefully than has been the case so far, is to use the existing microscale models of soils to run multiple "what-if" scenarios, and thereby try to understand how, for example, a spatial disconnect between microorganisms and the POM in soils affects the mineralization of this POM. Little by little, as more and more scenarios are run, it is likely that we will progressively get a sharper idea of the features that control the emergent properties of microbial activity in heterogeneous soil microenvironments, and eventually guide us in terms of the still somewhat fuzzy (but crucial) upscaling to the macroscopic scale.

These steps should keep us busy over the next 5 years. Besides funding, several factors will determine how fast we can make progress. In particular, much could depend on how quickly we can take advantage of a number of tremendous technological advances that should become readily available to researchers in the next few years.

Foreseeable Help From Novel Technologies?
=========================================

As the preceding sections have documented in some detail, research on microscale aspects of emergent soil properties has been greatly stimulated by a number of major technological breakthroughs achieved at the turn of the century, especially in terms of X-ray CT but also with respect to other measurement techniques (e.g., CARD-FISH). The literature published in the last few years suggests that research is currently paving the way for another wave of phenomenal technological advances, which in several ways can be expected to be even more revolutionary than the previous one. Several of the new technologies are still at the development stage, such as zero-field nuclear magnetic resonance ([@B297]) or quantum microscopes using molecular-scale MRI sensors built from diamonds ([@B434]), but others have already become commercially available and could conceivably cause a huge leap in our ability to visualize and quantify processes in soils.

Years of efforts have been devoted to the development of near-synchrotron quality X-ray sources in facilities that are much smaller than the football stadium size of synchrotrons, and cost significantly less than the billions of euros a typical synchrotron does. Some of these efforts have resulted in 2015 in the installation in Munich (Germany) of the first commercially available mini particle accelerator, or "compact light source" ([@B154]). With a very small 5 by 3 m footprint, it produces X-rays through Compton scattering, resulting from the interaction of low energy electrons and a high-powered laser pulse. The X-rays have high-brightness, intermediate between that of X-ray tube sources, used in table-top CT scanners, and large-scale synchrotrons. Another machine based on a similar principle, the ThomX compact light source is currently under completion at Orsay (France). It has an 18 m long storage ring, and will produce photons with energies up to 90 keV with a maximum flux of 10^13^ photons per second, i.e., with a brightness similar to that of synchrotrons. Undoubtedly, this type of machine will become widely available in years to come, and will eventually afford soil scientists far more access to nearly monochromatic, tunable X-ray beams than is currently the case.

X-ray beams produced using a very different approach may prove to be of even greater interest to soil scientists, because of the very small footprint and, potentially, cost, of the technology. The principle of laser-wakefield accelerators (LWFAs) was proposed more than three decades ago, and technological advances are progressively bringing them closer and closer to practical applications. In a LWFA, not much larger than a shoebox, where an intense laser pulse focused onto a plasma forms an electromagnetic wave in its wake, electrons can be trapped and are now routinely accelerated to GeV energies. Betatron motion, Compton scattering, and undulators produce tunable x-rays or gamma-rays by oscillating relativistic electrons in the wakefield behind the laser pulse, a counter-propagating laser field, or a magnetic undulator ([@B327]; [@B58]; [@B350]; [@B4]; [@B103],[@B104]; [@B3]). LWFAs still need to be improved, and in particular their brightness needs to increase significantly to the level of synchrotron sources. Nevertheless, progress has been very rapid in recent years, so much so that a number of researchers have been able to use the technology for microtomography of bones, insects, and small mammals ([@B103],[@B104]; [@B575]; [@B142]). It may not be very long before LWFAs are commercialized and become viable options to image soils.

Perhaps as a result of the appearance of novel sources of X-rays, there has also been an upsurge of interest in developing a variety of novel X-ray detectors ([@B200]), such as the photon-counting silicon-strip detector allowing energy-resolved CT ([@B392]). Various research groups have also been keen to look beyond simply taking advantage of X-ray attenuation to produce 3D images of materials, including soils. Phase-contrast is a very good candidate in this respect ([@B61]). Techniques that have received attention recently are edge-illumination phase-contrast tomography ([@B613]), dark-field scatter tomography ([@B54]) and ptychographic X-ray computed tomography. In the latter, phase-contrast information can be used to generate high-contrast 3D electron density maps without having to invoke the usual assumptions of a weak phase object or negligible adsorption ([@B89]; [@B139]). To our knowledge, even though they have been mentioned in the literature on natural porous media, these techniques have not yet been applied to soil samples, but this is bound to happen in the not too distant future, at which point it will be possible to determine exactly how much promise they hold.

A possible danger with these tremendous technological advances that are now on the not-very-distant horizon is that they will allow major progress to be made chiefly in the quantification of the physical aspects of soils, thereby widening the already large gap that exists relative to the (bio)chemical and microbiological aspects. But that does not need to be the case. High-brightness, monochromatic, tunable X-ray and gamma-ray beams, possible with LWFAs, could prove extremely useful to visualize water and OM in soils. Also, it may turn out that some of the alternative X-ray techniques, like phase-contrast or dark-field imaging, may offer great advantages to visualize OM or even fungal hyphae in soils. Techniques like 3D micro-XRF or micro-XANES ([@B475]), whose application to characterize the (bio)chemical make-up of soils is currently handicapped by the limited access to synchrotron facilities, may also benefit greatly from the widespread availability of much cheaper, versatile X-ray sources.

Progress is being achieved not only in terms of X-ray or gamma-ray. One area where progress has been tremendous, and that, clearly, holds a lot of promise to assess the distribution of microorganisms in soil thin sections is related to fluorescence microscopy. Light microscopy, including fluorescence microscopy, has experienced phenomenal advances in the last decade. Until about 40 years ago ([@B110]), the resolution achievable with light microscopy was strictly constrained by the diffraction of light. Over time, increasing numbers of "super-resolution" microscopes have been developed, relying either on deterministic super-resolution techniques, like the stimulated emission depletion (STED) and saturated structured illumination microscopy (SSIM), or on stochastic functional techniques, like the super-resolution optical fluctuation imaging (SOFI) and the omnipresent localization microscopy (OLM) ([@B344]; [@B111]; [@B148]; [@B245]; [@B411]; [@B601]). Again, most of these techniques have yet to be applied to soil samples. With more and more of this super-resolution equipment becoming commercially available, there is little doubt that this application to soils will occur in the near future. When super-resolution images become available, we might be surprised (or not) to find out that the individual spots of light in images like those of **Figure [8](#F8){ref-type="fig"}**, which at the moment are identified as single bacterial or archaeal cells, are in fact small groups of cells.

In terms of the identification of microorganisms, significant progress has also been achieved recently, which could be very helpful in soils. In parallel with single-cell omics methods, a number of other techniques have been developed in the last few years, which allow the less-detailed, but much more rapid, characterization of single microbial cells. For example, Single Cell Raman Spectroscopy (SCRS) allows the direct measurement of intrinsic information about single cells in a non-invasive, label-free, and *in vivo* manner ([@B309]; [@B478]). SCRS measures vibrations of biomolecules resulting from the inelastic scattering of incident laser light, producing a Raman spectrum, which is associated with a small physical volume (\<1 μm^3^), of about the size of a bacterium. A typical single-cell Raman spectrum contains more than 1000 bands that can be assigned to different cellular compounds such as nucleic acids, protein, carbohydrates and lipids. With this information, SCRS enables the characterization of different cell types and can show physiological and phenotypic changes in living single cells. At its inception, the SCRS technique was afflicted by weak Raman signal and significant difficulty in the interpretation of the spectral data, however, recent work on multi-laser beams techniques like the Coherent anti-Stokes Raman Spectroscopy (CARS) ([@B344]) and stimulated Raman spectroscopy (SRS) ([@B173]) has allowed a three order of magnitude increase in the strength of the signal, and significant improvements in signal interpretation. Any of these techniques could be routinely used to complement single-cell omics analysis. Prior to carrying out such an analysis on a particular microorganism in a soil thin section, one could ascertain whether its Raman spectrum is similar to one obtained for another organism already analyzed. In the affirmative, there may not be a need to perform a full single-cell omics protocol, resulting in considerable time saving.

Conclusion
==========

The key take-home message of this article is visualized in **Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}**. It presents our assessment of progress achieved to date toward what we view as the ultimate objective of the research about emerging soil microbial processes, namely the development of macroscopic measurement techniques that would provide us with the information needed to make reasonably accurate predictions. This **Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}** contains good news and bad news. The good news is that we have made significant progress. For forty years after prominent microbiologists argued in the mid 1960s that the *quantitative* microscale description of soil microbial processes was essential, the lack of suitable measurement techniques prevented the research from advancing at all. As a result, in spite of the publication of numerous articles on soil OM and on microbial processes in soils, very little progress has been achieved since the 1960s on several key questions in these areas. In the past 15 years, major technological breakthroughs have changed all that, with the result that our understanding of soils at the microscale has improved significantly on a number of fronts, experimentally as well as in terms of computer modeling. The bad news is that progress is very uneven. At the extremes of the spectrum, whereas research on the physical characteristics of soils at the microscale is moving full speed ahead, the (arguably more complicated) experimental observation of microbial processes is lagging far behind, casting doubt on the soundness on some of the extensive modeling that has been carried out in this field over the last decade, and hindering the needed integration of physical, (bio)chemical, and microbiological perspectives. Clearly, there is still a long way before reaching the holy grail, with many daunting challenges on the different paths leading to it.

There are reasons to be optimistic, however, and not to be intimidated by these challenges. For one thing, technological breakthroughs did not stop a decade ago. New measuring devices and new technologies in other respects as well (e.g., single-cell "omics") are being developed and, for some of them, even getting commercialized, which should lead to many quantum leaps in our ability to carry out microscale measurements in soils. In addition, one can always hope that as we run more and more experiments to try to understand the emergent microbial properties of soils, someone will come up with an empirical equation that will provide a simple answer to all the questions we have at the moment, a little bit like what Henry Darcy did in his day for water movement in sand filters. Such an empirical description, if and when it becomes available, would completely change the game plan. But in the meantime, we need to keep in mind that we do not really have a choice but to move forward, no matter how challenging that might be. As was mentioned at the beginning of this article, the unresolved questions the research addresses are the object of extreme societal concern and it is not overblown to consider that they need to be answered urgently if we ultimately want humanity to survive. This message is not yet understood by decision makers in most countries, but as time goes by and it becomes more and more urgent to get answers, we should hope that even politicians will realize it will be in everyone's best interest to devote to this research more than the shoe-string budgets that have been allocated to it so far.
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There is one exception to this general statement, in the case of some oxisols in tropical areas, such as the La Selva soil investigated by [@B426]. This soil, containing 95% kaolinite clay, is made of "pseudo-sand" microaggregates that are very regular in shape and size, so that it is possible in practice to repack the soil in a state that is very close to what it was originally.

K-edge is the binding energy of the K shell electron of an atom. There is a sudden increase in the attenuation coefficient of photons occurring at a photon energy just above the binding energy of the K shell electron of the atoms interacting with the photons.

<http://www.palabos.org>

<http://www.openlb.net>

Anyone who is planning to simulate soils by using glass beads should have a long look at some of the images in [@B170] and in later work that has followed on his footsteps!

As an example of this type of repeated headlines, [@B91], on the National Public Radio website in the United States, describes the "Earth Microbiome Project," an initiative started a decade earlier, as a "new approach" to opening up the soil microbial blackbox.
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